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This Statement of Additional Information (“SAI”) is not a prospectus. It contains additional information to the
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should read this SAI together with the Prospectus.
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FUND HISTORY
The name of the fund is Wintergreen Fund, Inc. (the “Fund”). The Fund, an open-end, diversified management
investment company commonly called a mutual fund, was organized as a corporation in Maryland on May 5, 2005, and
is registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”).
The Fund currently offers two classes of shares – Investor Class and Institutional Class. The Fund may offer additional
classes of shares in the future.
Each share represents a proportionate interest in the Fund’s net assets. All shares have the same voting and other rights
and preferences. The shares have noncumulative voting rights, and each share is entitled to one vote. Subject to
applicable law, shareholders of the Fund currently vote as a single class, except with respect to any matter which affects
only one class of shares, in which case only the Investor Class shareholders or Institutional Class shareholders, as
applicable, are entitled to vote.
The Fund does not intend to hold annual shareholder meetings and is not required to do so. The Fund may hold special
meetings, however, for matters requiring shareholder approval. A special meeting may also be called by the Board of
Directors of the Fund (the “Board” or the “Directors”) and certain officers of the Fund at their discretion.
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE, STRATEGIES, AND RISKS
For purposes of all investment policies of the Fund: (i) the Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended (the “1940
Act”) includes the rules thereunder, SEC interpretations and any exemptive order upon which the Fund may rely and
(ii) the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the “Code”) includes the rules thereunder, Internal Revenue
Service interpretations and any private letter ruling or similar authority upon which the Fund may rely.
Generally, the policies and restrictions discussed in this SAI and in the Prospectus apply when the Fund makes an
investment. In most cases, the Fund is not required to sell a security because circumstances change and the security no
longer meets one or more of the Fund’s policies or restrictions. If a percentage restriction or limitation is met at the time
of investment, a later increase or decrease in the percentage due to a change in the value or liquidity of portfolio
securities or the size of the Fund will not be considered a violation of the restriction or limitation.
If a bankruptcy or other extraordinary event occurs concerning a particular security the Fund owns, the Fund may
receive stock, real estate, or other investments that the Fund would not, or could not, buy. If this happens, the Fund
intends to sell such investments as soon as practicable while trying to maximize the return to shareholders.
The Fund has adopted certain investment restrictions as fundamental policies. A fundamental policy may only be
changed if the change is approved by (i) more than 50% of the Fund’s outstanding shares or (ii) 67% or more of the
Fund’s shares present at a shareholder meeting if more than 50% of the Fund’s outstanding shares are represented at the
meeting in person or by proxy, whichever is less.
Fundamental Investment Policies
The Fund’s investment objective is capital appreciation.
The Fund may not:
1. Purchase or sell commodities, commodity contracts (except in conformity with regulations of the Commodities
Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”) such that the Fund would not be considered a commodity pool), oil and gas
interests, or real estate. Securities or other instruments backed by commodities are not considered commodities or
commodity contracts for purposes of this restriction. Debt or equity securities issued by companies engaged in the oil,
gas, or real estate businesses are not considered oil or gas interests or real estate for purposes of this restriction. First
mortgage loans and other direct obligations secured by real estate are not considered real estate for purposes of this
restriction.
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2. Make loans, except to the extent the purchase of debt obligations of any type are considered loans and except that
the Fund may lend portfolio securities to qualified institutional investors in compliance with requirements established
from time to time by the SEC and the securities exchanges on which such securities are traded.
3. Issue securities senior to its stock, borrow money or utilize leverage in excess of the maximum permitted by the
1940 Act, which is currently 33 1/3% of total assets (including 5% for emergency or other short-term purposes).
4. Invest more than 25% of the value of its assets in a particular industry (except that U.S. government securities are
not considered an industry).
5. Act as an underwriter except to the extent the Fund may be deemed to be an underwriter when disposing of
securities it owns or when selling its own shares.
6.

Except as may be described in the Prospectus, purchase securities on margin.

The term Prospectus as referenced in restriction 6 includes this SAI.
Special Note Regarding Market Events and Regulatory Risk
Events in the financial sector may result, and have in past years resulted, in reduced liquidity in the credit and fixed
income markets and an unusually high degree of volatility in the financial markets, both domestic and international.
While entire markets have been impacted, issuers that have exposure to the real estate, mortgage and credit markets may
be, and have been in past years, particularly affected. These events and the potential for future market turbulence may
have an adverse effect of the Fund’s investments.
Governmental and regulatory actions, including tax law changes, may have unexpected or adverse consequences on
particular markets, strategies, or investments. Regulations affecting derivatives transactions require certain standardized
derivatives, including many types of swaps, to be subject to mandatory central clearing. Under these requirements, a
central clearing organization is substituted as the counterparty to each side of the derivatives transaction. Each party to a
derivatives transaction covered by the regulations is required to maintain its positions with a clearing organization
through one or more clearing brokers. Central clearing is intended to reduce, but not eliminate, counterparty risk. The
Fund is subject to the risk that its clearing member or clearing organization will itself be unable to perform its
obligations. Various U.S. Government entities, including the Commodity Futures Trading Commission and the SEC,
are in the process of adopting and implementing additional regulations governing derivatives markets required by,
among other things, the Dodd–Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (commonly referred to as the
Dodd-Frank Act). Although the extent and cost of these regulations is unclear, and proposed regulations may be revised
before adoption or may never be adopted, such regulations could, among other things, restrict the Fund’s ability to
engage in derivatives transactions and/or increase the cost of such derivative transactions. These regulations and actions
may adversely affect the instruments in which the Fund invests and its ability to execute its investment strategy.
Legislation or regulation may also change the way in which the Fund itself is regulated. The Fund’s investment
manager, Wintergreen Advisers, LLC, (the “Investment Manager”), cannot predict the effects of any new governmental
regulation that may be implemented on the ability of the Fund to invest in certain assets, and there can be no assurance
that any new governmental regulation will not adversely affect the Fund’s ability to achieve its investment objective.
Regulatory changes may be imposed on the financial markets that could significantly restrict or affect the Investment
Manager’s ability to access financial markets. Any such regulations may impair the liquidity of the investments made
by the Fund. In addition, changes in economic and tax policies, high inflation rates, government instability, war or other
political or economic actions or factors may have an adverse effect on the investments of the Fund.
In June 2016, the United Kingdom (the “UK”) voted in a referendum to leave the European Union (“EU”). On March
29, 2017, the UK notified the European Council of its intention to withdraw from the EU. It is expected that the UK’s
withdrawal will be completed within two years of such notification. There is still considerable uncertainty relating to the
potential consequences and timeframe of the UK’s withdrawal, and the potential impact on the UK and European
economies and the broader global economy could be significant, resulting in increased volatility and illiquidity,
currency fluctuations, impacts on arrangements for trading and on other existing cross-border cooperation arrangements
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(whether economic, tax, fiscal, legal, regulatory or otherwise), and in potentially lower growth for companies in the UK,
Europe and globally, which could have an adverse effect on the value of the Fund’s investments in foreign securities.
Investment Techniques, Strategies, and their Risks
Certain words or phrases used in the Prospectus or this SAI may be used in descriptions of Fund investment policies and
strategies to give investors a general sense of the Fund’s level of investment. They are broadly identified with, but not
limited to, the following percentages of Fund total assets:
“small portion”
“portion”
“significant”
“substantial”
“primary”
“predominant”

less than 10%
10% to 25%
25% to 50%
50% to 66%
66% to 80%
80% or more

The percentages above are not intended to be precise, nor are they limitations unless specifically stated as such in the
Prospectus or elsewhere in this SAI.
In general, the value of your shares in the Fund will increase as the value of the securities owned by the Fund increases
and will decrease as the value of the Fund’s investments decrease. In this way, you participate in any change in the
value of the securities owned by the Fund. In addition to the factors that affect the value of any particular security that
the Fund owns, the value of the Fund’s shares may also change with movements in the stock and bond markets as a
whole.
The Fund may invest in equity securities, including securities convertible, exchangeable for, or expected to be
exchanged into common stock (including convertible preferred, convertible debt securities, and warrants). There are no
limitations on the percentage of the Fund’s assets that may be invested in equity securities, debt securities, or
convertible securities. The Fund reserves freedom of action to invest in these securities in such proportions as the
Investment Manager deems advisable. In addition, the Fund may also invest in restricted debt and equity securities,
foreign securities, and other investment company securities.
The general investment policy of the Fund is to invest in securities if, in the opinion of the Investment Manager, they
are available at prices less than their intrinsic value, as determined by the Investment Manager after careful analysis and
research, taking into account, among other factors, the relationship of book value to market value of the securities, cash
flow potential, long-term earnings, and multiples of earnings. The relationship of a security’s “book value to market
value” is an analysis of the difference between the price at which a security is trading in the market, as compared to the
value of that security based upon an analysis of certain information contained in a company’s financial statements. Cash
flow analysis considers the inflow and outflow of money into and out of a company. The Investment Manager examines
each security separately and does not apply these factors according to any predetermined formula. The Investment
Manager has not established guidelines as to the size of an issuer, its earnings or the industry in which it operates in
order for a security to be excluded as unsuitable for purchase by the Fund.
Although the Fund may invest in securities of companies of any size, the Fund generally invests substantially in larger
and medium size companies with market capitalizations in excess of $1.5 billion.
The Fund may invest in any industry although it is the policy of the Fund to not concentrate its investments in any one
industry.
The Fund may invest in securities that are traded on U.S. or foreign securities exchanges, the National Association of
Securities Dealers Automated Quotation System (“NASDAQ”) global market system or in any domestic or foreign
over-the-counter (“OTC”) market. U.S. or foreign securities exchanges typically represent the primary trading market
for U.S. and foreign securities. A securities exchange brings together buyers and sellers of the same securities. The
NASDAQ global market system also brings together buyers and sellers of the same securities through an electronic
medium which facilitates a sale and purchase of the security. Companies whose securities are traded on the NASDAQ
global market system may be smaller than the companies whose securities are traded on a securities exchange. The OTC
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market refers to all other avenues whereby brokers bring together buyers and sellers of securities. In addition, the Fund
may purchase securities through private placements or in other private transactions.
The Fund may purchase and sell derivative instruments only to the extent that such activities are consistent with the
requirements of the Commodity Exchange Act (“CEA”) and the rules adopted by the CFTC thereunder. Under CFTC
rules, a registered investment company that conducts more than a certain amount of trading in futures contracts,
commodity options, certain swaps and other commodity interests is a commodity pool and its adviser must register as a
commodity pool operator (“CPO”). Under such rules, registered investment companies that are commodity pools are
subject to additional recordkeeping, reporting and disclosure requirements. The Fund has claimed an exclusion from the
definition of CPO under CFTC Rule 4.5 under the CEA and is not currently subject to these recordkeeping, reporting
and disclosure requirements under the CEA.
The following is a description of the various types of securities the Fund may buy and techniques it may use.
Borrowing
The Fund is permitted to borrow money under certain circumstances, as described under “Fundamental Investment
Policies” above. Under no circumstances will the Fund make additional investments while any amounts borrowed
exceed 5% of the Fund’s total assets.
Cash Equivalent Investments
Cash equivalent investments are investments in certain types of short-term debt securities. The Fund, in making a cash
equivalent investment, expects to earn interest at prevailing market rates on the amount invested. The Fund’s cash
equivalent investments are typically made in obligations issued or guaranteed by the U.S. or other governments, their
agencies or instrumentalities, and high-quality commercial paper issued by banks, corporations or others. Commercial
paper consists of short-term debt securities which carry fixed or floating interest rates. A fixed interest rate means that
interest is paid on the investment at the same rate for the life of the security. A floating interest rate means that the
interest rate varies as interest rates on newly issued securities in the marketplace vary.
Convertible Securities
Convertible securities are debt securities, or in some cases preferred stock, that have the additional feature of converting
into, exchanging or expecting to be exchanged for, common stock of a company after certain periods of time or under
certain circumstances. Holders of convertible securities gain the benefits of being a debt holder or preferred stockholder
and receiving regular interest payments, in the case of debt securities, or higher dividends, in the case of preferred stock,
with the possibility of becoming a common stockholder in the future. A convertible security’s value normally reflects
changes in the company’s underlying common stock value.
As with a straight fixed-income security, a convertible security tends to increase in market value when interest rates
decline and decrease in value when interest rates rise. Like a common stock, the value of a convertible security also
tends to increase as the market value of the underlying stock rises, and it tends to decrease as the market value of the
underlying stock declines. Because both interest rate and market movements can influence its value, a convertible
security is not as sensitive to interest rates as a similar fixed-income security, nor is it as sensitive to changes in share
price as its underlying stock.
A convertible security tends to be senior to the issuer’s common stock, but subordinate to other types of fixed-income
securities issued by that company. A convertible security may be subject to redemption by the issuer, but only after a
specified date and under circumstances established at the time the security is issued. When a convertible security issued
by an operating company is “converted,” the issuer often issues new stock to the holder of the convertible security.
However, if the convertible security is redeemable and the parity price of the convertible security is less than the call
price, the issuer may pay out cash instead of common stock.
Debt Securities
A debt security typically has a fixed payment schedule which obligates the company to pay interest to the lender and to
return the lender’s money over a certain time period. A company typically meets its payment obligations associated
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with its outstanding debt securities before it declares and pays any dividends to holders of its equity securities. While
most debt securities are used as an investment to produce income to an investor as a result of the fixed payment
schedule, debt securities may also increase or decrease in value.
The market value of debt securities generally varies in response to changes in interest rates and the financial condition
of each issuer. During periods of declining interest rates, the value of debt securities generally increases. Conversely,
during periods of rising interest rates, the value of such securities generally declines. These changes in market value will
be reflected in the Fund’s net asset value per share (“NAV”). These increases or decreases are more significant for
longer duration debt securities.
The Fund may invest in a variety of debt securities, including bonds and notes issued by domestic or foreign
corporations and the U.S. or foreign governments, and their agencies and instrumentalities. Bonds and notes differ in the
length of the issuer’s repayment schedule. Bonds typically have a longer payment schedule than notes. Typically, debt
securities with a shorter repayment schedule pay interest at a lower rate than debt securities with a longer repayment
schedule.
The debt securities which the Fund may purchase may either be unrated, or rated in any rating category established by
one or more independent rating organizations, such as S&P Global Ratings (“S&P”) or Moody’s Investors Service
(“Moody’s”). Securities are given ratings by independent rating organizations, which grade the company issuing the
securities based upon its financial soundness. The Fund may invest in securities that are rated in the medium to lowest
rating categories by S&P and Moody’s. Generally, lower rated and unrated debt securities are riskier investments. Debt
securities rated BB or lower by S&P or Ba or lower by Moody’s are considered to be high yield, high risk debt
securities. The lowest rating category established by Moody’s is “C” and by S&P is “D.” Debt securities with a D rating
are in default as to the payment of principal and interest, which means that the issuer does not have the financial
soundness to meet its interest payments or its repayment schedule to security holders. These ratings represent the
opinions of the rating services with respect to the issuer’s ability to pay interest and repay principal. They do not purport
to reflect the risk of fluctuations in market value and are not absolute standards of quality.
If the rating on an issue held in the Fund’s portfolio is changed by the rating service or the security goes into default,
this event will be considered by the Fund in its evaluation of the overall investment merits of that security, but will not
generally result in an automatic sale of the security.
The Fund generally will invest in debt securities under circumstances similar to those under which they will invest in
equity securities; namely, when, in the Investment Manager’s opinion, such debt securities are available at prices less
than their intrinsic value. Investing in fixed-income securities under these circumstances may lead to the potential for
capital appreciation. Consequently, when investing in debt securities, a debt security’s rating is given less emphasis in
the Investment Manager’s investment decision-making process. The Fund may invest in debt securities issued by
domestic or foreign companies (i) that are involved in restructurings, such as mergers, acquisitions, consolidations,
liquidations, spinoffs, or tender or exchange offers (“Risk Arbitrage Securities”), and (ii) that are, or are about to be,
involved in reorganizations, financial restructurings, or bankruptcy (“Distressed Companies”), because such securities
often are available at less than their intrinsic value. Debt securities of such companies typically are unrated, lower rated,
in default or close to default. While posing a greater risk than higher rated securities with respect to payment of interest
and repayment of principal at the price at which the debt security was originally issued, the Fund generally purchases
these debt securities at discounts to the original principal amount. Such debt typically ranks senior to the equity
securities of Distressed Companies and may offer the potential for capital appreciation and additional investment
opportunities.
Medium and Lower Rated Corporate Debt Securities
The Fund may invest in securities of Distressed Companies when the intrinsic values of such securities, in the opinion
of the Investment Manager, warrant such investment. The Fund may invest in securities that are rated in the medium to
lowest rating categories by S&P and Moody’s, some of which may be so-called “junk bonds.” Corporate debt securities
rated Baa are regarded by Moody’s as medium-grade and subject to moderate credit risk and as such may possess
certain speculative characteristics. Corporate debt securities rated BBB are regarded by S&P as having adequate
capacity to pay interest and repay principal. Such securities are regarded by S&P as normally exhibiting adequate
protection parameters, although adverse economic conditions or changing circumstances are more likely to lead to a
weakened capacity to pay interest and repay principal for securities in this rating category than in higher rated
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categories. Companies issuing lower rated higher yielding debt securities are deemed by the ratings agencies to be not
as strong financially as those with higher credit ratings. These companies are more likely to encounter financial
difficulties and are more vulnerable to changes in the economy, such as a recession or a sustained period of rising
interest rates that could prevent them from making interest and principal payments. If an issuer is not paying or stops
paying interest and/or principal on its securities, payments on the securities may never resume.
Corporate debt securities that are rated B are regarded by Moody’s as speculative and are subject to high credit risk.
Corporate debt securities rated BB, B, CCC, CC, and C are regarded by S&P as having speculative characteristics with
respect to capacity to pay interest and repay principal in accordance with the terms of the obligation. In S&P’s view,
although such securities likely have some quality and protective characteristics, these may be outweighed by large
uncertainties or major risk exposures to adverse conditions. BB and B are regarded by S&P as indicating the two lowest
degrees of speculation and CC and CCC the two highest degrees of speculation in this group of ratings.
Securities rated D by S&P or C by Moody’s are in default and are not currently performing. The Fund may also invest
in unrated securities.
The ratings of the various nationally recognized statistical rating organizations (“NRSROs”), such as Moody's, S&P,
and Fitch Ratings, generally represent the opinions of those organizations as to the quality of the securities that they
rate. Such ratings, however, are relative and subjective, are not absolute standards of quality, evaluate only the safety of
principal and interest payments and do not evaluate the market risk of the securities. Additionally, because the
creditworthiness of an issuer may change more rapidly than is able to be timely reflected in changes in credit ratings, the
Investment Manager monitors the issuers of corporate debt securities held in the Fund’s portfolios. The Fund will rely
on the Investment Manager’s judgment, analysis, and experience in evaluating debt securities. In this evaluation, the
Investment Manager will take into consideration, among other things, the issuer’s financial resources, its sensitivity to
economic conditions and trends, its operating history, the quality of the issuer’s management, and regulatory matters as
well as the price of the security. The credit rating assigned to a security is a factor considered by the Investment
Manager in selecting a security for the Fund, but the intrinsic value in comparison to market price and the Investment
Manager’s analysis of the fundamental values underlying the issuer are generally of greater significance. Because of the
nature of medium and lower rated corporate debt securities, achievement by the Fund of its investment objective when
investing in such securities is dependent on the credit analysis of the Investment Manager. If the Fund purchased
primarily higher rated debt securities, such risks would be substantially reduced.
A general economic downturn or a significant increase in interest rates could severely disrupt the market for medium
and lower grade corporate debt securities and adversely affect the market value of such securities. Securities in default
are relatively unaffected by such events or by changes in prevailing interest rates. In addition, in such circumstances, the
ability of issuers of medium and lower grade corporate debt securities to repay principal and to pay interest, to meet
projected business goals and to obtain additional financing may be adversely affected. Such consequences could lead to
an increased incidence of default for such securities and adversely affect the value of the corporate debt securities in the
Fund’s portfolio. The secondary market prices of medium and lower grade corporate debt securities are less sensitive to
changes in interest rates than are higher rated debt securities, but are more sensitive to adverse economic changes or
individual corporate developments. Adverse publicity and investor perceptions, whether or not based on rational
analysis, may also affect the value and liquidity of medium and lower grade corporate debt securities, although such
factors also present investment opportunities when prices fall below intrinsic values. Yields on debt securities in the
Fund’s portfolio that are interest rate sensitive can be expected to fluctuate over time. In addition, periods of economic
uncertainty and changes in interest rates can be expected to result in increased volatility of market price of any medium
to lower grade corporate debt securities in the Fund’s portfolio and thus could have an effect on the NAV of the Fund if
other types of securities did not show offsetting changes in values. The prices of high yield debt securities fluctuate
more than higher-quality securities. Prices are often closely linked with the company’s stock prices and typically rise
and fall in response to factors that affect stock prices. In addition, the entire high yield securities market can experience
sudden and sharp price swings due to changes in economic conditions, stock market activity, large sustained sales by
major investors, a high-profile default, or other factors.
High yield securities are also generally less liquid than higher-quality bonds. Many of these securities do not trade
frequently, and when they do trade their prices may be significantly higher or lower than previously quoted market
prices. At times, it may be difficult to sell these securities promptly at an acceptable price, which may limit the Fund’s
ability to sell securities in response to specific economic events or to meet redemption requests. The secondary market
value of corporate debt securities structured as zero coupon securities or payment-in-kind securities may be more
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volatile in response to changes in interest rates than debt securities which pay interest periodically in cash. Because such
securities do not pay current interest, but rather, income is accreted, to the extent that the Fund does not have available
cash to meet distribution requirements with respect to such income, it could be required to dispose of portfolio securities
that it otherwise would not. Such disposition could be at a disadvantageous price. Failure to satisfy distribution
requirements could result in the Fund failing to qualify as a regulated investment company under the Code. Investment
in such securities also involves certain other tax considerations.
The Investment Manager values the Fund’s investments pursuant to guidelines adopted and periodically reviewed by the
Board. To the extent that there is no established retail market for some of the medium or lower grade or unrated
corporate debt securities in which the Fund may invest, there may be thin or no trading in such securities and the ability
of the Investment Manager to accurately value such securities may be adversely affected. Further, it may be more
difficult for the Fund to sell such securities in a timely manner and at their stated value than would be the case for
securities for which an established retail market did exist. The effects of adverse publicity and investor perceptions may
be more pronounced for securities for which no established retail market exists as compared with the effects on
securities for which such a market does exist. During periods of reduced market liquidity and in the absence of readily
available market quotations for medium and lower grade and unrated corporate debt securities held in the portfolio, the
responsibility of the Investment Manager to value the Fund’s securities becomes more difficult and the Investment
Manager’s judgment may play a greater role in the valuation of the Fund’s securities due to a reduced availability of
reliable objective data. To the extent that the Fund purchases illiquid corporate debt securities or securities which are
restricted as to resale, the Fund may incur additional risks and costs. Illiquid and restricted securities may be particularly
difficult to value and their disposition may require greater effort and expense than more liquid securities. Also, the Fund
may incur costs in connection with the registration of restricted securities in order to dispose of such securities, although
under Rule 144A of the Securities Act of 1933 certain securities may be determined to be liquid pursuant to procedures
adopted by the Board under applicable guidelines.
Depository Receipts
The Fund may invest in securities commonly known as American Depositary Receipts (“ADRs”), European Depositary
Receipts (“EDRs”), or Global Depositary Receipts (“GDRs”) of non-U.S. issuers. Such depository receipts are interests
in a non-U.S. company’s securities which have been deposited with a bank or trust company. The bank or trust
company then sells interests to investors in the form of depository receipts. Depository receipts can be unsponsored or
sponsored by the issuer of the underlying securities or by the issuing bank or trust company. ADRs are certificates
issued by a U.S. bank or trust company and represent the right to receive securities of a foreign issuer deposited in a
domestic bank or foreign branch of a U.S. bank and traded on a U.S. exchange or in an OTC market. EDRs are receipts
issued in Europe generally by a non-U.S. bank or trust company that evidence ownership of non-U.S. or domestic
securities. Generally, ADRs are in registered form and EDRs are in bearer form. There are no fees imposed on the
purchase or sale of ADRs or EDRs although the issuing bank or trust company may impose charges for the collection of
dividends and the conversion of ADRs and EDRs into the underlying securities. Investment in ADRs may have certain
advantages over direct investment in the underlying non-U.S. securities, since: (i) ADRs are U.S. dollar denominated
investments which are often easily transferable and for which market quotations are generally readily available; and
(ii) issuers whose securities are represented by ADRs are subject to the same auditing, accounting and financial
reporting standards as domestic issuers. EDRs are not necessarily denominated in the currency of the underlying
security.
Depository receipts of non-U.S. issuers may have certain risks, including trading for a lower price, having less liquidity
than their underlying securities and risks relating to the issuing bank or trust company. Holders of unsponsored
depositary receipts have a greater risk that receipt of corporate information and proxy disclosure will be untimely,
information may be incomplete, and costs may be higher.
Equity Securities
Equity securities represent a proportionate share of the ownership of a company; their value is based on the success of
the company’s business and the value of its assets, as well as general market conditions. The purchaser of an equity
security typically receives an ownership interest in the company as well as certain voting rights. The owner of an equity
security may participate in a company’s success through the receipt of dividends, which are distributions of earnings by
the company to its owners. Equity security owners may also participate in a company’s success or lack of success
through increases or decreases in the value of the company’s shares as traded in the public trading market for such
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shares. Equity securities generally are either common stock or preferred stock, as well as securities convertible into
common stocks. Preferred stockholders usually receive greater dividends but may receive less appreciation than
common stockholders and may have different voting rights as well. Equity securities may also include convertible
securities, warrants, or rights. Warrants or rights give the holder the right to buy an equity security at a given time for
specified price.
Smaller Companies
The Fund may invest in securities issued by smaller companies. Historically, smaller company securities have been
more volatile in price than larger company securities, especially over the short-term. Among the reasons for the greater
price volatility are the less certain growth prospects of smaller companies, the lower degree of liquidity in the markets
for such securities, and the greater sensitivity of smaller companies to changing economic conditions.
In addition, smaller companies may lack depth of management, may be unable to generate funds necessary for growth
or development, their products or services may be concentrated in one area, or they may be developing or marketing
new products or services for which markets are not yet established and may never become established.
Foreign Securities
The Fund may purchase securities of non-U.S. issuers whose values are quoted and traded in any currency in addition to
the U.S. dollar. Such investments involve certain risks not ordinarily associated with investments in securities of U.S.
issuers. Such risks include: fluctuations in the value of the currency in which the security is traded or quoted as
compared to the U.S. dollar; unpredictable political, social, and economic developments in the foreign country where
the security is issued or where the issuer of the security is located; the possible imposition by a foreign government of
limits on the ability of the Fund to obtain a foreign currency or to convert a foreign currency into U.S. dollars; the
imposition of other foreign laws or restrictions.
Since the Fund may invest in securities issued, traded, or quoted in currencies other than the U.S. dollar, changes in
foreign currency exchange rates will affect the value of securities in the Fund’s portfolio. When deemed advantageous
to the Fund, the Investment Manager may attempt, from time to time, to reduce such risk, known as “currency risk,” by
using an investment technique called “hedging,” which attempts to reduce or eliminate changes in a security’s value
resulting from changing currency exchange rates. Hedging is further described below. In addition, in certain countries,
the possibility of expropriation of assets, confiscatory taxation, or diplomatic developments could adversely affect
investments in those countries. Expropriation of assets refers to the possibility that a country’s laws will prohibit the
return to the U.S. of any monies which the Fund has invested in the country. Confiscatory taxation refers to the
possibility that a foreign country will adopt a tax law which has the effect of requiring the Fund to pay significant
amounts, if not all, of the value of the Fund’s investment to the foreign country’s taxing authority. Diplomatic
developments means that because of certain actions occurring within a foreign country, such as significant civil rights
violations or because of the United States’ actions during a time of crisis in the particular country, all communications
and other official governmental relations between the country and the United States could be severed. This could result
in the abandonment of any U.S. investor’s, such as the Fund’s, money in the particular country, with no ability to have
the money returned to the U.S.
There may be less publicly available information about a foreign company than about a U.S. company. Foreign issuers
may not be subject to accounting, auditing, and financial reporting standards, and requirements comparable to, or as
uniform as, those of U.S. issuers. The number of securities traded, and the frequency of such trading, in non-U.S.
securities markets, while growing in volume, is for the most part, substantially less than in U.S. markets. As a result,
securities of many foreign issuers are less liquid and their prices more volatile than securities of comparable U.S.
issuers. Transaction costs, the costs associated with buying and selling securities, on non-U.S. securities markets may be
higher than in the U.S. There is generally less government supervision and regulation of exchanges brokers, and issuers
than there is in the U.S. The Fund’s foreign investments may include both voting and non-voting securities, sovereign
debt, and participations in foreign government deals. The Fund may have greater difficulty taking appropriate legal
action with respect to foreign investments in non-U.S. courts than with respect to domestic issuers in U.S. courts.
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Emerging Markets Investments
Investments by the Fund in companies domiciled in emerging market countries may be subject to potentially higher
risks than investments in developed countries. These risks include: (i) less economic stability; (ii) political and social
uncertainty (for example, regional conflicts and risk of war); (iii) pervasiveness of corruption and crime; (iv) the small
current size of the markets for such securities and the currently low or nonexistent volume of trading, which result in a
lack of liquidity and in greater price volatility; (v) delays in settling portfolio transactions; (vi) risk of loss arising out of
the system of share registration and custody; (vii) certain national policies that may restrict the Fund’s investment
opportunities, including restrictions on investment in issuers or industries deemed sensitive to national interests;
(viii) foreign taxation; (ix) the absence of developed legal structures governing private or foreign investment or
allowing for judicial redress for injury to private property; (x) the absence of a capital market structure or marketoriented economy; and (xi) the possibility that any favorable economic developments may be slowed or reversed by
unanticipated political or social events.
In addition, many countries in which the Fund may invest have experienced substantial, and in some periods extremely
high, rates of inflation for many years. Inflation and rapid fluctuations in inflation rates have had and may continue to
have negative effects on the economies and securities markets of certain countries. Moreover, the economies of some
developing countries may differ favorably or unfavorably from the U.S. economy in such respects as growth of gross
domestic product, rate of inflation, currency depreciation, capital reinvestment, resource self-sufficiency, and balance of
payments position.
Hedging and Income Transactions
The Fund may use various hedging strategies. Hedging is a technique designed to reduce a potential loss to the Fund as
a result of certain economic or market risks, including risks related to fluctuations in interest rates, currency exchange
rates between U.S. and foreign securities or between different foreign currencies, and broad or specific market
movements. The hedging strategies that the Fund may use may also be used by other mutual funds and institutional
investors. When pursuing these hedging strategies, the Fund will primarily engage in forward foreign currency
exchange contracts (“forward contracts”). However, the Fund may also engage in the following currency transactions:
currency futures contracts, currency swaps, options on currencies, or options on currency futures. In addition, the Fund
may engage in other types of transactions, such as the purchase and sale of exchange-listed and OTC put and call
options on securities, equity and fixed-income indices and other financial instruments; and the purchase and sale of
financial and other futures contracts and options on futures contracts (collectively, all of the above are called “Hedging
Transactions”).
Some examples of situations in which Hedging Transactions may be used are: (i) to attempt to protect against possible
changes in the market value of securities held in or to be purchased for the Fund’s portfolio resulting from changes in
securities markets or currency exchange rate fluctuations; (ii) to protect the Fund’s gains in the value of portfolio
securities which have not yet been sold; (iii) to facilitate the sale of certain securities for investment purposes; and
(iv) as a temporary substitute for purchasing or selling particular securities.
Any combination of Hedging Transactions may be used at any time as determined by the Investment Manager. Use of
any Hedging Transaction is a function of numerous variables, including market conditions and the Investment
Manager’s expertise in utilizing such techniques. The ability of the Fund to utilize Hedging Transactions successfully
cannot be assured. The Fund will seek to comply with applicable regulatory requirements when implementing these
strategies, including the segregation of assets by proper notation on the books of the Fund or the Fund’s custodian bank.
Hedging Transactions involving futures and options on futures will be purchased, sold, or entered into generally for
hedging, risk management, or portfolio management purposes.
The various techniques described above as Hedging Transactions may also be used by the Fund for non-hedging
purposes. For example, these techniques may be used to produce income to the Fund where the Fund’s participation in
the transaction involves the payment of a premium to the Fund. The Fund may also use a Hedging Transaction if the
Investment Manager has a view about the fluctuation of certain indices, currencies, economic changes, or market
changes such as a reduction in interest rates.
Hedging Transactions, whether entered into as a hedge or for income, have risks associated with them. These risks
include: (i) possible default by the other party to the transaction; (ii) illiquidity; and (iii) to the extent the Investment
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Manager’s view as to certain market movements is incorrect, the risk that the use of such Hedging Transactions could
result in losses greater than if they had not been used. To the extent that the Fund engages in put and call options, it may
be exposed to additional risks. Use of put and call options may: (i) result in losses to the Fund; (ii) force the purchase or
sale of portfolio securities at inopportune times or for prices higher than or lower than current market values; (iii) limit
the amount of appreciation the Fund can realize on its investments; (iv) increase the cost of holding a security and
reduce the returns on securities; or (v) cause the Fund to hold a security it might otherwise sell. Furthermore, U.S.
Government entities, including the SEC, are in the process of adopting and implementing additional regulations
governing derivatives markets. As noted above, these and future regulatory developments could, among other things,
restrict the Fund's ability to engage in derivatives transactions and/or increase the cost of such derivatives transactions,
which could adversely affect shareholders.
Although the use of futures and options transactions for hedging is intended to minimize the risk of loss due to a decline
in the value of the hedged position, these transactions also tend to limit any potential gain which might result from an
increase in value of the position taken. As compared to options contracts, futures contracts create greater ongoing
potential financial risks to the Fund because the Fund is required to make ongoing monetary deposits with futures
brokers. Losses resulting from the use of Hedging Transactions can reduce the NAV and possibly income, and such
losses can be greater than if the Hedging Transactions had not been utilized. The cost of entering into Hedging
Transactions may also reduce the Fund’s total return to investors.
When conducted outside the U.S., Hedging Transactions may not be regulated as rigorously as in the U.S., may not
involve a clearing mechanism and any related guarantees, and are subject to the risk of governmental actions affecting
trading in, or the prices of, foreign securities, currencies, and other instruments. The value of such positions also could
be adversely affected by various factors, including: (i) other complex foreign political, legal, and economic factors;
(ii) lesser availability than in the U.S. of data on which to make trading decisions; (iii) delays in the Fund’s ability to act
upon economic events occurring in foreign markets during non-business hours in the U.S.; (iv) the imposition of
different exercise and settlement terms and procedures and margin requirements than in the U.S.; and (v) lower trading
volume and liquidity.
Currency Transactions
The Fund may from time to time engage in currency transactions with securities dealers, financial institutions, or other
parties (each a “Counterparty” and collectively, “Counterparties”) in order to hedge the value of portfolio holdings
denominated in particular currencies against fluctuations in relative value between those currencies and the U.S. dollar.
Currency transactions include forward contracts, exchange-listed currency futures, exchange-listed and OTC options on
currencies, and currency swaps.
A forward contract involves a privately negotiated obligation to purchase or sell (with delivery generally required) a
specific currency at a future date, which may be any fixed number of days from the date of the contract agreed upon by
the parties, at a price set at the time of the contract. A currency swap is an agreement between the Fund and, typically, a
brokerage firm, bank, or other institutional party, to exchange cash flows on a notional amount of two or more
currencies based on the relative value differential among them. In some currency swap agreements, the swap agreement
may include the delivery of the entire principal value of one designated currency for the other designated currency.
The Fund will usually enter into swaps on a net basis, which means the two payment streams are netted out in a cash
settlement on the payment date or dates specified in the instrument, with the Fund receiving or paying, as the case may
be, only the net amount of the two payments. To the extent these swaps are entered into for good faith hedging
purposes, the Investment Manager and the Fund believe such obligations are not senior securities under the 1940 Act
and, accordingly, will not treat them as being subject to the Fund’s borrowing restrictions. The Fund will accrue its
obligations under a swap agreement daily (offset by any amounts the counterparty owes the Fund). If the swap
agreement provides for other than a net basis, the full amount of the Fund’s obligations will be accrued on a daily basis.
To limit potential leveraging of the Fund’s portfolio, the Fund has adopted procedures to cover any accrued but unpaid
net or full amounts owed to a swap counterparty by designating, on a daily basis, as segregated, liquid assets (not
otherwise encumbered) equal in current market value to such swap amounts owed. Under the procedures, the Fund
designates the segregated assets by appropriate notation on the books of the Fund or its custodian.
The use of swap transactions is a highly specialized activity, which involves investment techniques and risks different
from those associated with ordinary portfolio securities transactions. The current market value of the reference
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obligation is typically determined via an auction process sponsored by the International Swaps and Derivatives
Association, Inc. Whether the Fund will be successful in using swap agreements to achieve its investment objective
depends on the ability of the Investment Manager correctly to predict which types of investments are likely to produce
greater returns. If the Investment Manager, in using swap agreements, is incorrect in its forecasts of market values,
interest rates, currency exchange rates, or other applicable factors, the investment performance of the Fund will be less
than its performance would be using other investments.
The risk of loss to the Fund for swap transactions on a net basis depends on which party is obligated to pay the net
amount to the other party. If the counterparty is obligated to pay the net amount to the Fund, the risk of loss to the Fund
is the loss of the entire amount that the Fund is entitled to receive. If the Fund is obligated to pay the net amount, the
Fund’s risk of loss is limited to that net amount. If the swap agreement involves the exchange of the entire principal
value of a security, the entire principal value of that security is subject to the risk that the other party to the swap will
default on its contractual delivery obligations.
Because swap agreements may have terms of greater than seven days, they may be illiquid and, therefore, subject to the
Fund’s limitation on investments in illiquid securities. If a swap transaction is particularly large or if the relevant market
is illiquid, the Fund may not be able to establish or liquidate a position at an advantageous time or price, which may
result in significant losses.
Swap agreements are not traded on exchanges and are not subject to government regulation like exchange markets. As a
result, swap participants are not as protected as participants on organized exchanges. Performance of a swap agreement
is the responsibility only of the swap counterparty. As a result, the Fund is subject to the risk of the inability or refusal
to perform such agreement by the counterparty. No limitations on daily price movements or speculative position limits
apply to swap transactions. Counterparties may, however, limit the size or duration of positions to the Fund as a
consequence of credit considerations. The Fund risks the loss of the accrued but unpaid amount under a swap
agreement, which could be substantial, in the event of default by or insolvency or bankruptcy of a swap counterparty. In
such an event, the Fund will have contractual remedies pursuant to the swap agreements, but bankruptcy and insolvency
laws could affect the Fund’s rights as a creditor. If the counterparty’s creditworthiness declines, the value of a swap
agreement would be likely to decline, potentially resulting in losses.
Certain standardized swaps, including certain interest rate swaps and credit default swaps, are (or soon will be) subject
to mandatory central clearing. Cleared swaps are transacted through futures commission merchants ("FCMs") that are
members of central clearinghouses with the clearinghouse serving as central counterparty, similar to transactions in
futures contracts. Funds post initial and variation margin to support their obligations under cleared swaps by making
payments to their clearing member FCMs. Central clearing is intended to reduce counterparty credit risks and increase
liquidity, but central clearing does not make swap transactions risk free. Bilateral swap agreements are two-party
contracts entered into primarily by institutional investors and are not cleared through a third party.
The Fund may enter into currency transactions with Counterparties which have received (or the guarantors of the
obligations of such Counterparties have received) a credit rating of A-1 or Prime-1 by S&P or Moody’s, respectively, or
that have an equivalent rating from an NRSRO or are determined to be of equivalent credit quality by the Investment
Manager. If there is a default by the Counterparty, the Fund may have contractual remedies pursuant to the agreements
related to the transaction.
The Fund will limit its dealings in forward contracts and other currency transactions such as futures, options, options on
futures, and swaps to either specific transactions or portfolio positions. Transaction hedging is entering into a currency
transaction with respect to specific assets or liabilities of the Fund, which will generally arise in connection with the
purchase or sale of its portfolio securities or the receipt of income from portfolio securities. Position hedging is entering
into a currency transaction with respect to portfolio security positions denominated or generally quoted in that currency.
The Fund will not enter into a transaction to hedge currency exposure if the Fund’s exposure, after netting all
transactions intended to wholly or partially offset other transactions, is greater than the aggregate market value (at the
time of entering into the transaction) of the securities held in its portfolio that are denominated or generally quoted in, or
whose value is based on, that foreign currency or currently convertible into such currency other than with respect to
proxy hedging, which is described below.
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The Fund may also cross-hedge currencies by entering into transactions to purchase or sell one or more currencies that
are expected to decline in value relative to other currencies to which the Fund has, or in which the Fund expects to have,
portfolio exposure.
To reduce the effect of currency fluctuations on the value of existing or anticipated holdings of portfolio securities, the
Fund may also engage in proxy hedging. Proxy hedging is often used when the currency to which the Fund’s portfolio
is exposed is difficult to hedge or to hedge against the U.S. dollar. Proxy hedging entails entering into a forward
contract to sell a currency whose changes in value are generally considered to be linked to a currency or currencies in
which some or all of the Fund’s portfolio securities are or are expected to be denominated, and to buy U.S. dollars. The
amount of the contract would not exceed the value of the Fund’s securities denominated in linked currencies. Proxy
hedging involves some of the same risks and considerations as other transactions with similar instruments.
Currency transactions are subject to risks different from those of other portfolio transactions. Currency transactions can
result in losses to the Fund if the currency being hedged fluctuates in value to a degree, or in a direction, that is not
anticipated. Further, there is the risk that the perceived linkage between various currencies may not be present during
the particular time that the Fund is engaging in proxy hedging. If the Fund enters into a currency Hedging Transaction,
the Fund will seek to comply with applicable asset segregation requirements.
Because currency control is of great importance to the issuing governments and influences economic planning and
policy, purchases and sales of currency and related instruments can be negatively affected by government exchange
controls, blockages, and manipulations or exchange restrictions imposed by governments. These can result in losses to
the Fund if it is unable to deliver or receive a specified currency or funds in settlement of obligations and could also
cause hedges it has entered into to be rendered useless, resulting in full currency exposure as well as incurring
transaction costs.
The use of currency transactions also can result in the Fund incurring losses due to the inability of foreign securities
transactions to be completed with the security being delivered to the Fund. Buyers and sellers of currency futures are
subject to the same risks that apply to the use of futures generally. Further, settlement of a currency futures contract for
the purchase of most currencies must occur at a bank based in the issuing nation. Currency exchange rates may fluctuate
based on factors extrinsic to that country’s economy.
Options
Subject to applicable rules and requirements of the CFTC, the Fund may invest in options. Put options and call options
typically have similar structural characteristics and operational mechanics regardless of the underlying instrument on
which they are purchased or sold. Thus, the following general discussion relates to each of the particular types of
options discussed in greater detail below.
A put option gives the purchaser of the option, upon payment of a premium, the right to sell, and the seller of the option,
the obligation to buy, the underlying security, commodity, index, currency, or other instrument at the exercise price. For
instance, the Fund’s purchase of a put option on a security might be designed to protect its holdings in the underlying
instrument (or, in some cases, a similar instrument) against a substantial decline in the market value by giving the Fund
the right to sell such instrument at the option exercise price. A call option, upon payment of a premium, gives the
purchaser of the option the right to buy, and the seller the obligation to sell, the underlying instrument at the exercise
price. The Fund’s purchase of a call option on a security, financial future, index, currency, or other instrument might be
intended to protect the Fund against an increase in the price of the underlying instrument that it intends to purchase in
the future by fixing the price at which it may purchase such instrument.
An American style put or call option may be exercised at any time during the option period while a European style put
or call option may be exercised only upon expiration or during a fixed period prior thereto. The Fund is authorized to
purchase and sell exchange-listed options and OTC options. Exchange-listed options are issued by a regulated
intermediary such as the Options Clearing Corporation (“OCC”), which guarantees the performance of the obligations
of the parties to such options. The discussion below uses the OCC as an example, but the discussion is also applicable to
other financial intermediaries.
With certain exceptions, OCC-issued and exchange-listed options generally settle by physical delivery of the underlying
security or currency, although in the future cash settlement may become available. Index options and Eurodollar
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instruments are cash settled for the net amount, if any, by which the option is “in-the-money” (i.e., where the value of
the underlying instrument exceeds, in the case of a call option, or is less than, in the case of a put option, the exercise
price of the option) at the time the option is exercised. Frequently, rather than taking or making delivery of the
underlying instrument through the process of exercising the option, listed options are closed by entering into offsetting
option transactions.
The Fund’s ability to close out its position as a purchaser or seller of an OCC-issued or exchange-listed put or call
option is dependent, in part, upon the liquidity of the option market. Among the possible reasons for the absence of a
liquid option market on an exchange are: (i) insufficient trading interest in certain options; (ii) restrictions on
transactions imposed by an exchange; (iii) trading halts, suspensions or other restrictions imposed with respect to
particular classes or series of options or underlying securities, including reaching daily price limits; (iv) interruption of
the normal operations of the OCC or an exchange; (v) inadequacy of the facilities of an exchange or OCC to handle
current trading volume; or (vi) a decision by one or more exchanges to discontinue the trading of options (or a particular
class or series of options), in which event the relevant market for that option on that exchange would cease to exist,
although outstanding options on that exchange would generally continue to be exercisable in accordance with their
terms.
The hours of trading for listed options may not coincide with the hours during which the underlying financial
instruments are traded. To the extent that the option markets close before the markets for the underlying financial
instruments, significant price and rate movements can take place in the underlying markets that cannot be reflected in
the option markets.
OTC options are purchased from or sold to Counterparties through a direct bilateral agreement with the Counterparty. In
contrast to exchange-listed options, which generally have standardized terms and performance mechanics, all the terms
of an OTC option, including such terms as method of settlement, term, exercise price, premium, guarantees, and
security are negotiated by the parties. The Fund will only sell OTC options (other than OTC currency options) that are
subject to a buy-back provision permitting the Fund to require the Counterparty to sell the option back to the Fund at a
formula price within seven days. The Fund expects to enter into OTC options that have cash settlement provisions,
although they are not required to do so.
Unless the parties provide for it, there may be no central clearing or guaranty function in an OTC option. As a result, if
the Counterparty fails to make or take delivery of the security, currency, or other instrument underlying an OTC option
it has entered into with the Fund or fails to make a cash settlement payment due in accordance with the option, the Fund
will lose any premium it paid for the option as well as any anticipated benefit of the transaction. Accordingly, the
Investment Manager must assess the creditworthiness of each such Counterparty or any guarantor or credit enhancement
of the Counterparty’s credit to determine the likelihood that the terms of the OTC option will be satisfied.
The Fund will engage in OTC option transactions only with U.S. Government securities dealers recognized by the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York as “primary dealers” or broker-dealers (prime brokers), domestic or foreign banks
or other financial institutions which have received (or the guarantors of the obligations of which have received) a shortterm credit rating of “A-l” from S&P or “Prime-l” from Moody’s, an equivalent rating from any NRSRO or which the
Investment Manager determines is of comparable credit quality. The Fund’s liquidity procedures, which have been
approved by the Board, view purchased OTC options, and the assets used to cover written OTC options as illiquid.
Certain OTC options and assets used to cover such OTC options may be considered liquid (for example, OTC options
purchased from a creditworthy counterparty under which the Fund has the contractual right to terminate the option
within seven days).
If the Fund sells a call option, the premium that it receives may serve as a partial hedge, to the extent of the option
premium, against a decrease in the value of the underlying securities or instruments in its portfolio or will increase the
Fund’s income. The sale of put options also can provide income.
The Fund may purchase and sell call options on securities, including U.S. Treasury and agency securities, mortgagebacked securities, corporate debt securities, equity securities (including convertible securities), and Eurodollar
instruments that are traded on U.S. and foreign securities exchanges and in the OTC markets and on securities indices,
currencies, and futures contracts. All calls sold by the Fund must be “covered” (i.e., the Fund must own the securities or
futures contract subject to the call) or meet applicable asset segregation requirements. Even though the Fund will
receive the option premium to help protect it against loss, a call sold by the Fund exposes the Fund during the term of
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the option to possible loss of opportunity to realize appreciation in the market price of the underlying security or
instrument and may require the Fund to hold a security or instrument which it might otherwise have sold.
The Fund may purchase and sell put options on securities, including U.S. Treasury and agency securities, mortgagebacked securities, corporate debt securities, equity securities (including convertible securities), and Eurodollar
instruments (whether or not it holds the above securities in its portfolio), and on securities indices, currencies and
futures contracts other than futures on individual corporate debt and individual equity securities. In selling put options,
there is a risk that the Fund may be required to buy the underlying security at a disadvantageous price above the market
price.
Options on Securities Indices and Other Financial Indices
The Fund may also purchase and sell call and put options on securities indices and other financial indices and in doing
so can achieve many of the same objectives it would achieve through the sale or purchase of options on individual
securities or other instruments. Options on securities indices and other financial indices are similar to options on a
security or other instrument except that, instead of settling by physical delivery of the underlying instrument, they settle
by cash settlement. For non-OTC options, an option on an index gives the holder the right to receive, upon exercise of
the option, an amount of cash if the closing level of the index upon which the option is based exceeds, in the case of a
call, or is less than, in the case of a put, the exercise price of the option. This amount of cash is equal to the excess of the
closing price of the index over the exercise price of the option, which may also be multiplied by a formula value. The
seller of the option is obligated, in return for the premium received, to make delivery of this amount. The gain or loss on
an index depends on price movements in the instruments making up the market, market segment, industry, or other
composite on which the underlying index is based, rather than price movements in individual securities, as is the case
with respect to options on securities. For OTC options, physical delivery is specified.
Futures
The Fund may, subject to applicable regulatory rules and requirements, enter into financial and other futures contracts
or purchase or sell put and call options on such futures as a hedge against anticipated interest rate, currency, or equity
market changes, for hedging, risk management, including duration management, or other portfolio management
purposes. Futures are generally bought and sold on the exchanges where they are listed with payment of initial and
variation margin as described below. The sale of a futures contract creates a firm obligation by the Fund, as seller, to
deliver to the buyer the specific type of financial instrument or other asset called for in the contract at a specific future
time for a specified price (or, with respect to index futures and Eurodollar instruments, the net cash amount). Options on
futures contracts are similar to options on securities, except that an option on a futures contract gives the purchaser the
right in return for the premium paid to assume a position in a futures contract and obligates the seller to deliver such
option.
Typically, maintaining a futures contract or selling an option on a futures contract requires the Fund to deposit with a
financial intermediary, as security for its obligations, an amount of cash or other specified assets (initial margin) which
initially is a portion of the face amount of the contract (but may be higher in some circumstances).
Additional cash or assets (variation margin) may be required to be deposited thereafter on a daily basis as the mark-tomarket value of the contract fluctuates. The purchase of an option on futures involves payment of a premium for the
option without any further obligation on the part of the Fund. If the Fund exercises an option on a futures contract, it
will be obligated to post initial margin (and potential subsequent variation margin) for the resulting futures positions
just as it would for any position. Futures contracts and options on futures contracts are generally settled by entering into
an offsetting transaction, but there can be no assurance that the position can be offset prior to settlement at an
advantageous price nor that delivery will occur.
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Combined Transactions
The Fund may enter into multiple transactions, including multiple options transactions, multiple futures transactions,
multiple currency transactions (including forward contracts), and any combination of futures, options, and currency
transactions, instead of a single Hedging Transaction, as part of a single or combined strategy when, in the opinion of
the Investment Manager, it is in the best interests of the Fund to do so. Although a combined transaction would
normally be entered into based on the Investment Manager’s judgment that the combined strategies would reduce risk or
otherwise more effectively achieve the desired portfolio management goal, it is possible that the combination would
instead increase such risks or hinder achievement of the portfolio management objective. Combined transactions tend
to contain elements of risk that are present in each of its component transactions.
Certain transactions, such as many Hedging Transactions, other derivatives transactions, forward commitments, reverse
repurchase agreements and short sales, involve leverage and may expose a fund to potential losses that, in some cases,
may exceed the amount originally invested by the fund. To the extent that the Fund engages in such transactions, it will,
in accordance with guidance provided by the SEC or its staff in, among other things, interpretative and other releases
and no-action letters, deposit in a segregated account certain liquid assets with a value at least equal to the Fund's
exposure, on a marked-to-market or on another relevant basis, to the transaction. The Fund may also, in accordance with
guidance provided by the SEC or its staff, cover such transactions by other means, such as entering into an offsetting
transaction so that a combined position, coupled with any segregated assets, equals the Fund’s outstanding obligation.
The segregation of assets and coverage of transactions are intended to enable the Fund to have assets available to satisfy
its obligations with respect to these transactions, but will not limit the Fund's exposure to loss.
Illiquid Securities
The Fund may not purchase an illiquid security if, at the time of purchase, the Fund would have more than 15% of its
net assets invested in illiquid securities. For this purpose, the term “illiquid securities” means securities that cannot be
disposed of within seven days in the ordinary course of business at approximately the amount the Fund has valued the
securities. After the applicable compliance date for new Rule 22e-4 under the 1940 Act, the term shall mean any
security or investment that the Fund reasonably expects cannot be sold or disposed of in current market conditions in
seven calendar days or less without the sale or disposition significantly changing the market value of the investment.
Indebtedness, Participations, and Trade Claims
From time to time, the Fund may purchase the direct indebtedness of various companies (“Indebtedness”), or
participation interests in Indebtedness (“Participations”) including Indebtedness and Participations of Distressed
Companies. Indebtedness can be distinguished from traditional debt securities in that debt securities are part of a large
issue of securities to the general public which is typically registered with a securities registration organization, such as
the SEC, and which is held by a large group of investors. Indebtedness may not be a security, but rather, may represent
a specific commercial loan or portion of a loan which has been given to a company by a financial institution such as a
bank or insurance company. The company is typically obligated to repay such commercial loan over a specified time
period. By purchasing the Indebtedness of companies, the Fund in effect steps into the shoes of the financial institution
which made the loan to the company prior to its restructuring or refinancing. Indebtedness purchased by the Fund may
be in the form of loans, notes, or bonds. If the loan is secured, the Fund will have a priority claim to the assets of the
company ahead of unsecured creditors and stockholders. The Fund generally makes investments in the types of debt
described above, which typically have ceased paying interest, to achieve capital appreciation, rather than to seek
income.
The Fund may also purchase trade claims and other similar direct obligations or claims against companies in
bankruptcy. Trade claims are generally purchased from creditors of the bankrupt company and typically represent
money due to a supplier of goods or services to the company.
The length of time remaining until maturity on the Indebtedness is one factor the Investment Manager considers in
purchasing a particular Indebtedness. Indebtedness which represents a specific indebtedness of the company to a bank is
not considered to be a security issued by the bank selling it. To the extent that the Fund purchases loans from national
and state chartered banks or foreign banks, the Fund will normally invest in the Indebtedness of a company which has
the highest priority in terms of payment by the company, although on occasion lower priority Indebtedness may also be
acquired.
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Participations represent fractional interests in a company’s Indebtedness. The financial institutions which typically
make Participations available are banks or insurance companies, governmental institutions, or certain organizations such
as the World Bank which are known as “supranational organizations.” Supranational organizations are entities
established or financially supported by the national governments of one or more countries to promote reconstruction or
development. Where the Participation involves a direct debtor-creditor relationship between the borrower and the Fund,
the company that is the borrower on the loan will be considered by the Fund to be the issuer of the Participation for
purposes of the Fund’s concentration policy. Where the Fund purchases Participations from financial institutions, the
Fund will treat such financial institution or any other financial intermediary involved in the transaction and the borrower
as an issuer for purposes of the Fund’s classification as a diversified company and the Fund’s concentration policy. The
Fund may also purchase trade claims and other direct obligations or claims (“Claims”) of Distressed Companies.
Indebtedness, Loan Participations, and Claims may be illiquid as described above.
The purchase of indebtedness or loan participations of a troubled company always involves a risk as to the
creditworthiness of the issuer and the possibility that principal invested may be lost. Purchasers of Participations, such
as the Fund, must rely on the financial institution issuing or acting as agent with respect to the Participation to assert any
rights against the borrower with respect to the underlying indebtedness. In addition, the Fund takes on the risk as to the
creditworthiness of any bank or other financial intermediary issuing the Participation, as well as that of the company
issuing the underlying indebtedness. If the Fund purchases a Claim, there is no guarantee that the debtor will ever be
able to satisfy the obligation on the Claim.
Investment Company Securities
The Fund may invest from time to time in other investment company securities, subject to applicable law which restricts
such investments. Such laws generally restrict a registered investment company’s purchase of another investment
company’s voting securities to 3% of the other investment company’s securities, no more than 5% of a registered
investment company’s total assets in any single investment company’s securities, and no more than 10% of a registered
investment company’s total assets in all investment company securities, subject to certain exceptions.
The Fund’s purchase of the securities of investment companies typically results in layering of expenses. This layering
may occur because investors in any investment company, such as the Fund, indirectly bear a proportionate share of the
expenses of the investment company, including operating costs, and investment advisory and administrative fees.
Loans of Portfolio Securities
To generate additional income, the Fund may lend certain of its portfolio securities to qualified banks and brokerdealers. These loans may not exceed 33–1/3% of the value of the Fund’s total assets, measured at the time of the most
recent loan. For each loan, the borrower must maintain with the Fund’s custodian collateral (consisting of any
combination of cash, securities issued by the U.S. Government and its agencies and instrumentalities, or irrevocable
letters of credit) with a value at least equal to 100% of the current market value of the loaned securities. To the extent
that the Fund engages in securities lending, the Fund will retain all or a portion of the interest received on investment of
the cash collateral or receives a fee from the borrower, and will receive any distributions paid on the loaned securities.
The Fund may terminate a loan at any time and obtain the return of the securities loaned within the normal settlement
period for the security involved.
Where voting rights with respect to the loaned securities pass with the lending of the securities, the Investment Manager
intends to call the loaned securities to vote proxies, or to use other practicable and legally enforceable means to obtain
voting rights, when the Investment Manager has knowledge that, in its opinion, a material event affecting the loaned
securities will occur or the Investment Manager otherwise believes it necessary to vote. As with other extensions of
credit, there are risks of delay in recovery or even loss of rights in collateral in the event of default or insolvency of the
borrower. The Fund will loan its securities only to parties who meet creditworthiness standards approved by the Board
(i.e., banks or broker-dealers that the Investment Manager has determined present no serious risk of becoming involved
in bankruptcy proceedings within the time frame contemplated by the loan).
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Distressed Mortgage Obligations
The Fund may also invest directly in distressed mortgage obligations. A direct investment in a distressed mortgage
obligation involves the purchase by the Fund of a lender’s interest in a mortgage granted to a borrower, where the
borrower has experienced or will experience difficulty in making its mortgage payments. As is typical with mortgage
obligations, payment of the loan is secured by the real estate underlying the loan. By purchasing the distressed mortgage
obligation, the Fund steps into the shoes of the lender from a risk point of view.
As distinguished from mortgage-backed securities, which generally represent an interest in a pool of loans backed by
real estate, investing in direct mortgage obligations involves the risks of a single or direct lender. These risks include the
ability or inability of a borrower to make its loan payments and the possibility that the borrower will prepay the loan in
advance of its scheduled payment time period, curtailing an expected rate and timing of return for the lender.
Investments in direct mortgage obligations of distressed borrowers involve substantially greater risks and are highly
speculative due to the fact that the borrower’s ability to make timely payments has been identified as questionable.
Borrowers that are in bankruptcy or restructuring may never pay off their loans, or may pay only a small fraction of the
amount owed. If, because of a lack of payment, the real estate underlying the loan is foreclosed, which means that the
lender takes possession of the real estate, the Fund could become part owner of such real estate. If this happens, the
Fund intends to sell the real estate as soon as is practicable, while trying to maximize the return to shareholders. As an
owner, the Fund would bear any costs associated with owning and disposing of the real estate, and may also encounter
difficulties in disposing of the real estate in a timely fashion. In addition, there is no assurance that the Fund would be
able to profitably dispose of properties in foreclosure.
Real Estate Investment Trust (“REIT”) Investments, Real Estate Management and Development Companies,
and Real Estate-Related Risks
The Fund’s equity investments may include investments in shares issued by REITs and real estate management and
development companies. A REIT is a pooled investment vehicle which purchases primarily income-producing real
estate or real estate related loans or other real estate related interests. The pooled vehicle, typically a trust, then issues
shares whose value and investment performance are dependent upon the investment experience of the underlying real
estate-related investments. Real estate management and development companies in which the Fund may invest include
companies engaged in real estate development, management, and rental and/or direct investment in physical property.
The Fund’s investments in real estate-related securities are subject to certain risks related to the real estate industry in
general. These risks include, among others: changes in general and local economic conditions; possible declines in the
value of real estate; the possible lack of availability of money for loans to purchase real estate; overbuilding in particular
areas; prolonged vacancies in rental properties; property taxes; changes in tax laws relating to dividends and laws
related to the use of real estate in certain areas; costs resulting from the clean-up of, and liability to third parties
resulting from, environmental problems; the costs associated with damage to real estate resulting from floods,
earthquakes, or other material disasters not covered by insurance; and limitations on, and variations in, rents and
changes in interest rates.
Repurchase Agreements
The Fund generally will have a portion of its assets in cash or cash equivalents for a variety of reasons, including
satisfying redemption requests from shareholders, waiting for a suitable investment opportunity, or taking a defensive
position. To earn income on this portion of its assets, the Fund may invest up to 50% of its total assets in repurchase
agreements. Under a repurchase agreement, the Fund agrees to buy securities guaranteed as to payment of principal and
interest by the U.S. Government or its agencies from a qualified bank or broker-dealer and then to sell the securities
back to the bank or broker-dealer after a short period of time (generally, less than seven days) at a higher price. The
bank or broker-dealer must transfer to the Fund’s custodian securities with an initial market value of at least 102% of
the dollar amount invested by the Fund in each repurchase agreement. The Investment Manager will monitor the value
of such securities daily to determine that the value equals or exceeds the repurchase price.
Repurchase agreements may involve risks in the event of default or insolvency of the bank or broker-dealer, including
possible delays or restrictions upon the Fund’s ability to sell the underlying securities. The Fund will enter into
repurchase agreements only with parties who meet certain creditworthiness standards established by the Board, i.e.,
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banks or broker-dealers that the Investment Manager has determined present no serious risk of becoming involved in
bankruptcy proceedings within the time frame contemplated by the repurchase transaction.
In the case of a tri-party agreement, the collateral is held by an agent bank. The Investment Manager is responsible for
determining the value of the underlying collateral. In the event of default, the Fund may have difficulties with the
disposition of any such securities held as collateral.
Rule 144A Securities
In addition to other privately placed unregistered securities, the Fund may invest in unregistered securities which may
be sold under Rule 144A of the Securities Act of 1933 (“144A securities”). 144A securities are restricted, which
generally means that a legend has been placed on the share certificates representing the securities which states that the
securities were not registered with the SEC when they were initially sold and may not be resold except under certain
circumstances. In spite of the legend, certain securities may be sold to other institutional buyers provided that the
conditions of Rule 144A are met. In the event that there is an active secondary institutional market for 144A securities,
the 144A securities may be treated as liquid. As permitted by the federal securities laws, the Board has adopted
procedures in accordance with Rule 144A which govern when specific 144A securities held by the Fund may be
deemed to be liquid. Due to changing markets or other factors, 144A securities may be subject to a greater possibility of
becoming illiquid than securities that have been registered with the SEC for sale.
Arbitrage Securities and Securities of Distressed Companies
The Fund also seeks to invest in Risk Arbitrage Securities and the securities of Distressed Companies. The Fund may
from time to time participate in any such tender or exchange offers in which such companies are involved. A tender
offer is an offer by the company itself or by another company or person to purchase a company’s securities at a higher
(or lower) price than the market value for such securities. An exchange offer is an offer by the company or by another
company or person to the holders of the company’s securities to exchange those securities for different securities.
Although there are no restrictions limiting the extent to which the Fund may invest in Risk Arbitrage Securities or in
Distressed Companies, the Fund does not presently anticipate committing more than 50% of its total assets to such
investments. In addition to typical equity and debt investments, the Fund’s investments in Distressed Companies may
include Indebtedness, Participations, and Trade Claims. See the “Indebtedness, Participations, and Trade Claims” subsection of this SAI.
Short Sales
The Fund may make short sales of securities. In a short sale transaction, the Fund sells a security it does not own in
anticipation that the market price of that security will decline. The Fund expects to make short sales: (i) as a form of
hedging to offset potential declines in long positions in similar securities; (ii) in order to maintain portfolio flexibility;
and (iii) for profit.
When the Fund makes a short sale, its broker borrows the security to be sold short and the broker-dealer (prime broker)
maintains the proceeds of the short sale while the short position is open. The Fund must keep the proceeds account
marked-to-market and must post additional collateral for its obligation to deliver securities to replace the securities that
were borrowed and sold short. The total value of assets deposited for collateral may not exceed 33 1/3% of the Fund’s
total assets. The Fund may have to pay a fee to borrow particular securities and is often obligated to pay over any
payments received on such borrowed securities.
The Fund’s obligation to replace borrowed securities will be secured by collateral deposited with the broker-dealer
(prime broker) or the Fund’s custodian bank, usually cash, U.S. Government securities, or other high grade liquid
securities similar to those borrowed. The Fund will also be required to segregate similar collateral to the extent, if any
(excluding any proceeds of the short sales), necessary so that the value of both collateral deposits in the aggregate is at
all times equal to at least 100% of the current market value of the security sold short.
If the price of the security sold short increases between the time of the short sale and the time the Fund replaces the
borrowed security, the Fund will incur a loss; conversely, if the price declines, the Fund will realize a gain. Any gain
will be decreased, and any loss increased, by the transaction costs described above. Although the Fund’s gain is limited
to any differential between the replacement price and the price at which it sold the security short, its potential loss is
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theoretically unlimited. In some circumstances, the Fund may receive the security in connection with a reorganization
and, consequently, need not buy the security to be returned to the borrower.
Short sales carry risks of loss if the price of the security sold short increases after the sale. In this situation, when the
Fund replaces the borrowed security by buying the security in the securities markets, the Fund may pay more for the
security than it has received from the purchaser in the short sale. The Fund may, however, profit from a change in the
value of the security sold short, if the price decreases.
Temporary Investments
When the Investment Manager believes market or economic conditions are unfavorable for investors, or when the
Investment Manager is unable to find sufficient investment opportunities for the Fund meeting the Investment
Manager’s criteria for investment, the Investment Manager may invest up to 100% of the Fund’s total assets in a
temporary defensive manner by holding all or a substantial portion of its assets in cash, cash equivalents, or other high
quality short-term investments, potentially for an extended period of time. Unfavorable market or economic conditions
may include excessive volatility or a prolonged general decline in the securities markets, the securities in which the
Fund normally invests, or the economies of the countries where the Fund invests.
Temporary defensive investments may include short-term debt securities such as obligations issued or guaranteed by the
U.S. Government, its agencies or instrumentalities, and high quality commercial paper issued by banks or other U.S.
and foreign issuers, as well as money market mutual funds. The Investment Manager may also invest in these types of
securities or hold cash while looking for suitable investment opportunities.
Policies and Procedures Regarding the Release of Portfolio Holdings Information
The Fund has adopted policies and procedures relating to disclosure of the Fund’s portfolio securities, which are
designed to prevent selective disclosure of the Fund’s portfolio holdings to third parties. The Fund’s portfolio holdings
are generally disclosed as required by law or regulation on a quarterly basis through reports to shareholders or filings
with the SEC within 60 days after quarter end. The Fund may also make certain disclosures for legitimate business
purposes, such as to provide information to service providers or broker-dealers in connection with their performing
services for the Fund.
The Fund’s overall policy with respect to the release of portfolio holdings information is to release such information
consistent with applicable legal requirements and the fiduciary duties owed to shareholders. Subject to the limited
exceptions described below, the Investment Manager will not make available to anyone non-public information with
respect to the Fund’s portfolio holdings, until such time as the information is made available to all shareholders or the
general public.
Exceptions to the portfolio holdings release policy described above will be made only when: (i) the Fund has a
legitimate business purpose for releasing portfolio holdings information in advance of release to all shareholders or the
general public; (ii) the recipient is subject to a duty of confidentiality; and (iii) the release of such information would not
otherwise violate the antifraud provisions of the federal securities laws or the Fund’s fiduciary duties.
As indicated above, the Fund’s non-public portfolio holdings information may be, and typically is, received by certain
service providers in advance of public release in the course of performing or enabling them to perform the contractual or
other duties necessary for the Fund’s operation that the Fund has retained them to perform (collectively, “service
providers”). Currently, the service providers are (i) the Investment Manager, who manages the Fund’s portfolio, and has
regular and continuous access to the Fund’s portfolio holdings; (ii) the Administrator, Custodian, and Fund Accountant;
(iii) proxy voting services (Broadridge), trading system (Bloomberg), and portfolio accounting system (FIS/ImPower),
all of which have access to the Fund’s non-public portfolio holdings information on an ongoing basis; (iv) the Directors
and officers of the Fund; (v) Foreside Fund Services, LLC (“Foreside” or the “Distributor”) and Foreside Fund Officer
Services, LLC (f/k/a/Foreside Compliance Services, LLC) (“FFOS”); (vi) mailing services and financial printers; (vii)
Fund counsel and the Fund’s independent registered public accounting firm, which also receive non-public portfolio
holdings information on an as-needed basis. In general, the service providers receive portfolio holdings as described
above with little or no lag between the date of the information and the date of which the information is disclosed to the
service provider. For example, the Fund Accountant receives portfolio transactions and holdings information daily with
no lag to allow the Fund Accountant to accurately calculate the NAV of the Fund.
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The Investment Manager may, at times, and in accordance with the Fund’s portfolio holdings disclosure policy, disclose
non-public portfolio holdings to data consolidators (including rating agencies), fund rating/ranking services, and other
data providers, and certain municipal securities brokers (collectively, “Potential Recipients”). Before any non-public
disclosure of information about the Fund’s portfolio holdings to a Potential Recipient is permitted, the Fund’s President
or Executive Vice President (collectively, an “Executive Officer”) must determine that the Fund has a legitimate
business purpose for providing the portfolio holdings information, that the disclosure is in the best interests of the
Fund’s shareholders, and that the recipient agrees or has a duty to keep the information confidential and agrees not to
trade directly or indirectly based on the information or to use the information to form a specific recommendation about
whether to invest in the Fund or any other security.
The frequency with which complete portfolio holdings may be disclosed to a Potential Recipient, and the length of the
lag, if any, between the date of the information and the date on which the information is disclosed to the Potential
Recipient, is determined based on the facts and circumstances, including, without limitation, the nature of the portfolio
holdings information to be disclosed, the risk of harm to the Fund and its shareholders, and the legitimate business
purposes served by such disclosure. The frequency of disclosure to a Potential Recipient varies and may be as frequent
as daily, with no lag.
Service providers are subject to a duty of confidentiality pursuant to contract, applicable policies and procedures, or
professional code and may not disclose non-public portfolio holdings information unless specifically authorized. In
some cases, a service provider may be required to execute a non-disclosure agreement. Non-disclosure agreements
include the following provisions:
•
•
•

The recipient agrees to keep confidential any portfolio holdings information received.
The recipient agrees not to trade on the non-public information received.
The recipient agrees to refresh its representation as to confidentiality and abstention from trading upon
request from the Investment Manager.

It is anticipated that Potential Recipients will be subject to similar obligations of non-disclosure.
In no case does the Fund or the Investment Manager receive any compensation in connection with the arrangements to
release portfolio holdings information to any of the above-described recipients of the information.
The Fund has established procedures to ensure that its portfolio holdings information is only disclosed in accordance
with these policies. Only an Executive Officer of the Fund may approve the disclosure of non-public information to
Potential Recipients that are not service providers, and then only after considering the anticipated benefits and costs to
the Fund and its shareholders, the purpose of the disclosure, any conflicts of interest between the interests of the Fund
and its shareholders and the interests of the Fund’s affiliates, and whether the disclosure is consistent with the policies
and procedures governing disclosure. Only someone approved by the Fund’s Executive Officer may make approved
disclosures of portfolio holdings information to authorized recipients. The Fund reserves the right to request
certifications from senior officers of authorized recipients that the recipient is using the portfolio holdings information
only in a manner consistent with the Fund’s policy and any applicable non-disclosure agreement.
The Fund’s Chief Compliance Officer (“CCO”) monitors the Fund’s compliance with this disclosure policy and will
annually review information regarding the identity of each Potential Recipient or other authorized party that receives
information regarding Fund portfolio holdings prior to public dissemination. The CCO will review the frequency with
which a Potential Recipient receives such information and the business purpose for which the disclosure is made.
In order to help facilitate the Board’s determination that non-public portfolio holdings disclosure to service providers
and Potential Recipients prior to public dissemination is in the best interests of Fund shareholders, the CCO will make
an annual report to the Board on such disclosure and any recommended material changes to the policy. In addition, the
Board will receive any interim reports that the CCO may deem appropriate. The Fund’s portfolio holdings release
policy has been approved by the Board and any material amendments shall be reviewed and approved by the Board.
Any conflict of interest identified between the interests of shareholders on the one hand and those of the Investment
Manager, the Distributor, or any affiliated person of the Fund, on the other, that are not resolved under applicable
professional codes or other policies and procedures of the service providers and that may arise as a result of the
disclosure of non-public portfolio holdings information will be reported to the Board for appropriate action.
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OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Officers and Directors
The Board is responsible for managing the Fund’s business affairs and exercising all of the Fund’s powers except those
reserved for shareholders. The following table gives information about each Director and the senior officers of the Fund.
Each Director and officer holds office until the person resigns, is removed, or replaced. Unless otherwise noted, the
persons have held their principal occupations for more than five years.

Name, Year Born, and
Address
Independent Directors

Principal Occupation During
Past 5 Years and Other Relevant
Experience(2)

Other
Directorships
Held During the
Past 5 Years

Position

Length of
Time Served(1)

Nathan Adler
Year Born: 1938
333 Route 46 West,
Suite 204
Mountain Lakes, NJ 07046

Director

Since 2005

Retired. Consultant to Ernst &
Young from 2000–2003; Partner,
Ernst & Young 1972 – 2000.

None

Bradden Backer
Year Born: 1957
333 Route 46 West,
Suite 204
Mountain Lakes, NJ 07046

Director/
Chairman

Since 2005

Attorney, Albrecht Backer, Labor
and Employment Law, S.C., since
2009.

None

John Y. Keffer
Year Born: 1942
333 Route 46 West,
Suite 204
Mountain Lakes, NJ 07046

Director

Since 2005

Chairman, Atlantic Fund
Administration, LLC (a fund
services company) since 2008.

(registered
investment company)

John Wakely
Year Born: 1957
333 Route 46 West,
Suite 204
Mountain Lakes, NJ 07046

Director

Since 2005

Owner of the Angel’s Share Ltd.
(luxury goods and beverage sector
consultants, previously L&B
Advisors) since 2003.

None

President

Since 2009

Chief Executive Officer, Foreside
Financial Group, LLC since 2012.

Not Applicable

David J. Winters
Year Born: 1962
333 Route 46 West,
Suite 204
Mountain Lakes, NJ 07046

Executive
Vice
President

Since 2005

Managing Member and Chief
Executive Officer of Wintergreen
Advisers, LLC since 2005.

Not Applicable

Elizabeth N. Cohernour
Year Born: 1950
333 Route 46 West,
Suite 204
Mountain Lakes, NJ 07046

Executive
Vice
President/
Secretary

Since 2005

Chief Operating Officer of
Wintergreen Advisers, LLC since
2005.

Not Applicable

Officers
Richard J. Berthy
Year Born: 1958
Three Canal Plaza,
Suite 100
Portland, ME 04101
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Name, Year Born, and
Address
Steven Graff
Year Born: 1973
333 Route 46 West,
Suite 204
Mountain Lakes, NJ 07046

Position
Vice
President

Length of
Time Served(1)
Since 2005

Other
Principal Occupation During
Directorships
Past 5 Years and Other Relevant
Held During the
Experience(2)
Past 5 Years
Business Operations and
Not Applicable
Technology, Wintergreen Advisers,
LLC, since 2005.

Julie Walsh
Year Born: 1972
10 High Street,
Suite 302
Boston, MA 02110

Chief
Compliance
Officer and
Anti-Money
Laundering
Officer

Since 2013

Managing Director, Foreside Fund
Officer Services, LLC (f/k/a/
Foreside Compliance Services,
LLC) since 2010.

Not Applicable

Trudance L.C. Bakke
Year Born: 1971
Three Canal Plaza
Suite 100
Portland, ME 04101

Treasurer

Since 2009

Chief Financial Officer, Foreside
Financial Group, LLC, since 2011.

Not Applicable

Kevin Graff
Year Born: 1978
333 Route 46 West,
Suite 204
Mountain Lakes, NJ 07046

Assistant
Vice
President

Since 2010

Portfolio Operations and
Technology, Wintergreen Advisers,
LLC, since 2006.

Not Applicable

Kristen M. Pierson
Year Born: 1979
777 East Wisconsin Ave
Milwaukee, WI 53202

Vice
President
and Assistant
Secretary

Since 2018

Mutual Funds Administrator, U.S.
Bancorp Fund Services, LLC,
since 2018;
Lead Fund Accountant, UMB Fund
Services, Inc., from 2006–2017.

Not Applicable

(1)

(2)

Messrs. Adler and Backer were elected by written consent of the sole shareholder of the Fund on
September 9, 2005. Messrs. Wakely and Keffer were elected by unanimous vote of the full Board, including a
majority of the Directors who are not “interested person” (as defined in the 1940 Act) of the Fund (the
“Independent Directors”) and written consent of the sole shareholder of the Fund, on September 29, 2005.
The information reported includes the principal occupation during the last five years for each Director and other
information relating to the professional experiences, attributes and skills relevant to each Director’s qualifications
to serve as Director.

Leadership Structure and the Board of Directors
The Board is responsible for managing the business affairs of the Fund and exercising all of its powers except those
reserved for shareholders. The Board is currently composed of four Directors, all of whom are Independent Directors.
In addition to the four (4) regularly scheduled meetings of the Board each year, the Independent Directors meet
regularly in executive sessions among themselves and with Fund counsel to consider a variety of matters affecting the
Fund. These sessions generally occur prior to scheduled Board meetings and at such other times as the Independent
Directors may deem necessary. As discussed in further detail below, the Board has established three standing
committees to assist the Board in performing its oversight responsibilities. The Board has engaged the Investment
Manager to manage the Fund and is responsible for overseeing the Investment Manager and other service providers to
the Fund in accordance with the provisions of the 1940 Act and other applicable laws.
The Fund’s Amended and Restated By-Laws do not set forth any specific qualifications to serve as a Director. The
Nominating Committee Charter also does not set forth any specific qualifications, but does set forth certain factors that
the Nominating Committee may take into account in evaluating potential conflicts of interest. In evaluating a candidate
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for nomination or election as a Director, the Nominating Committee will take into account the contribution that the
candidate would be expected to make to the diverse mix of experience, qualifications, attributes and skills that the
Nominating Committee believes contributes to good governance for the Fund. The Board has appointed an Independent
Director, Mr. Bradden Backer, to serve in the role of Chairman. The Chairman’s role is to set the agenda at each Board
meeting, preside at all meetings of the Board and to act as a liaison with service providers, officers, attorneys, and other
Directors generally between meetings. The Chairman may also perform other such functions as may be provided by the
Board from time to time. Except for any duties specified herein or pursuant to the Fund’s charter documents, the
designation of Chairman does not impose on such Independent Director any duties, obligations or liability that is greater
than the duties, obligations or liability imposed on such person as a member of the Board, generally.
Among the attributes or skills common to all Directors is their ability to review critically, evaluate, question and discuss
information provided to them, to interact effectively with the other Directors, Investment Manager, other service
providers, counsel and the independent registered public accounting firm, and to exercise effective and independent
business judgment in the performance of their duties as Directors. Each Director's ability to perform his or her duties
effectively has been attained through the Director's business, consulting, public service and/or academic positions and
through experience from service as a board member of the Fund, public companies or other organizations as set forth
above. Each Director's ability to perform his or her duties effectively also has been enhanced by his or her educational
background, professional training, and/or other life experiences. In addition to the attributes described above, the
professional background of each of the Fund’s directors brings a meaningful mix of expertise to the Board as a whole.
For example, Mr. Adler has over 40 years of financial and accounting experience and was a partner at a major
accounting firm for much of that time, Mr. Backer has great depth of experience with many regulatory and legal matters
as a partner in an employment law firm, Mr. Wakely has wide-ranging experience with a variety of investment matters,
including matters related to luxury good companies, and Mr. Keffer has extensive experience in the investment
management industry, including organizational experience as chairman and chief executive officer of a fund services
company. The Fund believes these experiences make the Directors uniquely qualified to serve on the Board.
The Board has determined that the Board’s leadership structure is appropriate in light of the characteristics and
circumstances of the Fund, including factors such as the Fund’s investment strategy and style, the net assets of the Fund,
the committee structure of the Fund, and the management, distribution and other service arrangements of the Fund. The
Board believes that current leadership structure permits the Board to exercise informed and independent judgment over
matters under its purview, and it allocates areas of responsibility among service providers, Board committees and the
full Board in a manner that enhances effective oversight. The Board believes that having all of its members be
Independent Directors is appropriate and in the best interest of the Fund. The leadership structure of the Board may be
changed, at any time and in the discretion of the Board including in response to changes in circumstances or the
characteristics of the Fund.
Risk Oversight
The Fund is subject to a number of risks, including investment, compliance, operational, and valuation risks, among
others. Day-to-day risk management functions are subsumed within the responsibilities of the Fund’s management, the
Investment Manager and other service providers (depending on the nature of the risk), who carry out the Fund's
investment management and business affairs.
Risk oversight forms part of the Board's general oversight of the Fund and is addressed as part of various Board and
Committee activities. The Board recognizes that it is not possible to identify all of the risks that may affect the Fund or
to develop processes and controls to eliminate or mitigate their occurrence or effects. As part of its regular oversight of
the Fund, the Board, directly or through a Committee, interacts with and reviews reports from, among others, Fund
management, the Investment Manager, the Chief Compliance Officer of the Fund, the independent registered public
accounting firm for the Fund, as appropriate, regarding risks faced by the Fund and relevant risk functions. The Board
has appointed a Chief Compliance Officer who oversees the implementation and testing of the Fund's compliance
program and reports to the Board regarding compliance matters for the Fund and its principal service providers. In
addition, as part of the Board's periodic review of the Fund's advisory and other service provider agreements, the Board
may consider risk management aspects of their operations and the functions for which they are responsible. With
respect to valuation, the Board periodically reviews valuation policies applicable to valuing the Fund shares and has
established a valuation committee consisting of Directors, officers and representatives of the Investment Manager. The
Board may, at any time and in its discretion, change the manner in which it conducts its risk oversight role.
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Board Committees
The Board maintains three standing committees: the Audit Committee, the Valuation Committee, and the Nominating
Committee. The Audit Committee and Nominating Committee are composed solely of the Independent Directors. The
Audit Committee is generally responsible for recommending the selection of the Fund’s independent registered public
accounting firm (“auditors”), including evaluating their independence and meeting with such auditors to consider and
review matters relating to the Fund’s financial reports and internal accounting. During the fiscal year ended
December 31, 2017, the Audit Committee met three times. The Nominating Committee is generally responsible for
nominating candidates for non-interested Board member positions and presenting such nominations to the Board. When
vacancies arise or elections are held, the Nominating Committee shall review candidates for and make nominations of,
directors to the Board. The Nominating Committee Charter does not contemplate the acceptance of candidates from
shareholders. During the fiscal year ended December 31, 2017, the Nominating Committee did not meet. The Valuation
Committee is generally responsible for ensuring that the securities, other assets and liabilities of the Fund are valued
properly, fairly and in accordance with the Fund’s Statement of Procedures for the Valuation of Portfolio Securities.
During the fiscal year ended December 31, 2017, the Valuation Committee did not meet. The following table presents
the membership of the standing committees:
Committee

Members

Audit Committee

Nathan Adler, Chairman
Bradden Backer
John Wakely

Valuation Committee

John Wakely, Chairman
Nathan Adler
Bradden Backer
John Y. Keffer
Trudance L.C. Bakke
Richard J. Berthy
David J. Winters
Julie Walsh

Nominating Committee

Bradden Backer, Chairman
Nathan Adler

Compensation
The Fund pays each Director (each of whom is an Independent Director) $40,000 per year. The Fund does not maintain
for any Director any deferred compensation, pension or retirement plans. No pension or retirement benefits are accrued
as Fund expenses. Directors are reimbursed by the Fund for expenses incurred in connection with attending Board
meetings and educational seminars. The following table provides the total fees paid to the Directors by the Fund for the
year ended December 31, 2017.
Independent Directors
Nathan Adler
Bradden Backer
John Y. Keffer
John Wakely

Aggregate Compensation from the Fund
$40,000
$40,000
$40,000
$40,000

The following table provides the dollar range of shares beneficially owned by the Board members of the Fund on
December 31, 2017 using the following ranges: None; $1-$10,000; $10,001-$50,000; $50,001-$100,000; and Over
$100,000.
Name
Nathan Adler
Bradden Backer

Dollar Range of Shares in the Fund
Over $100,000
$50,001-$100,000
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John Y. Keffer
John Wakely

$50,001-$100,000
Over $100,000

CODES OF ETHICS AND PROXY VOTING POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
Each of the Fund, the Investment Manager, and, on behalf of itself and its affiliates, Foreside Financial Group, LLC has
adopted a code of ethics pursuant to Rule 17j-1 under the 1940 Act. These codes of ethics permit, subject to certain
conditions, personnel of each of those entities to invest in securities that may be purchased or held by the Fund.
The Board has delegated the authority to vote proxies related to the portfolio securities held by the Fund to the
Investment Manager, Wintergreen Advisers, LLC, in accordance with the Proxy Voting Policies and Procedures
(“Proxy Policies”) adopted by the Investment Manager.
The recommendation of management on any issue is a factor which the Investment Manager considers in determining
how proxies should be voted, but is not determinative of the Investment Manager’s ultimate decision. As a matter of
practice, the Fund votes with respect to most issues in accordance with the position of the company’s management.
Each issue, however, is considered on its own merits, and the Investment Manager will not support the position of the
company’s management in any situation where it deems that the ratification of management’s position would adversely
affect the investment merits of owning that company’s shares.
Investment Manager’s Proxy Voting Policies and Principles
The Investment Manager has adopted general proxy voting guidelines, which are summarized below. These guidelines
are not an exhaustive list of all the issues that may arise and the Investment Manager cannot anticipate all future
situations. In all cases, each proxy will be considered based on the relevant facts and circumstances.
General Policy
The general policy is to vote proxy proposals, consents or resolutions relating to securities (collectively, “proxies”), in a
manner that serves the best interests of the Fund, as determined by the Investment Manager in its discretion, taking into
account relevant factors, including, but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•

the impact on the value of the securities;
the anticipated costs and benefits associated with the proposal;
the effect on liquidity;
whether the proxies fairly compensate management for past and present performance; and
customary industry and business practices.

Ratification of Auditors
The Investment Manager will generally vote for the approval of auditors and proposals authorizing the Board to fix
auditor fees, unless:
•
•
•

the Investment Manager has serious concerns about the accounts presented or the audit procedures used;
the auditors are being changed without explanation; or
the Investment Manager has reasons to question the independence of the auditors.

Management & Director Ownership Issues
The Investment Manager will generally vote for proposals that require management to own a minimum interest in the
company. The purpose of this policy is to encourage the alignment of management’s interests with the interests of the
company’s shareholders. However, the Investment Manager will generally vote against proposals for stock options or
other compensation that grant an ownership interest for management if such proposals offer greater than 15% of the
outstanding securities of a company because such options may dilute the voting rights of other shareholders of the
company.
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Anti-Takeover Mechanisms and Related Issues
The Investment Manager will generally vote against any proposal to create any plan or procedure designed primarily to
discourage a takeover or other similar action, including “poison pills.” Examples of “poison pills” include:
a. large increases in the amount of stock authorized but not issued;
b. blank check preferred stock (stock with a fixed dividend and a preferential claim on company assets relative
to common shares, the terms of which are set by the Board at a future date without further action by the
shareholders);
c. compensation that would act to reward management as a result of a takeover attempt, whether successful or
not, such as revaluing purchase price of stock options, or “golden parachutes”;
d. fixed price amendments that require a certain price to be offered to all shareholders based on a fixed formula;
and
e. greenmail provisions that allow a company to make payments to a bidder in order to persuade the bidder to
abandon its takeover plans.
The Investment Manager will generally vote for proposals that eliminate any of the foregoing rights or requirements, as
well as proposals to:
a. require that golden parachutes or golden handcuffs be submitted for ratification by the shareholders; and
b. to opt out of state anti-takeover laws deemed by the Investment Manager to be detrimental.
The Investment Manager will generally vote on a case-by-case basis regarding other proposals that may be used to
prevent takeovers, such as the establishment of employee stock purchase or ownership plans.
Changes to Capital Structure
The Investment Manager will generally vote for proposals to change capitalization, including to increase authorized
common shares or to increase authorized preferred shares, as long as the proposal does not either:
(i) establish a class or classes of shares or interests with terms that may disadvantage the class held by the Fund;
(ii) result in disproportionate voting rights for preferred shares or other classes of shares or interests; or
(iii) provide an excessive number of shares for an employee savings plan, stock option plan, or executive
compensation plan.
Mergers and Corporate Restructuring
Mergers and acquisitions will be subject to careful review by the research analyst to determine whether each will be
beneficial to shareholders. The Investment Manager will vote proxies relating to mergers or acquisitions on a case-bycase basis, but will generally vote for any proposals that the Investment Manager believes will offer fair value to the
Fund.
Social and Corporate Policy Issues
The Investment Manager will vote proxies relating to social and environmental issues on a case-by-case basis.
The Investment Manager will generally vote against any proposals that place arbitrary restrictions on the company’s
ability to invest, market, enter into contractual arrangements, or conduct other activities. The Investment Manager will
also generally vote against proposals:
•
•

to bar or restrict charitable contributions; or
to limit corporate political activities.

Global Corporate Governance
Many of the tenets discussed above are applied to proxy voting decisions for international companies. However, the
Investment Manager must be more flexible in these instances and must be mindful of the varied market practices of
each region.
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The Investment Manager will attempt to process every proxy it receives for all domestic and foreign proxies. However,
there may be situations in which the Investment Manager cannot process proxies, for example, where a meeting notice
was received too late or sell orders preclude the ability to vote. The Investment Manager may abstain from voting under
certain circumstances or vote against items such as “Other Business” when the Investment Manager is not given
adequate information from the company.
Conflicts
At times, conflicts may arise between the interests of one or more of the Investment Manager’s clients, on the one hand,
and the interests of the Investment Manager or its affiliates, on the other hand. If the Investment Manager determines
that it has, or may be perceived to have, a conflict of interest when voting a proxy, the Investment Manager shall submit
the vote to the Chairman of the Fund for determination. In the event that the Chairman determines that he has a conflict
of interest, the Chairman shall submit the matter for determination to another member of the Board who is not an
“interested person” of the Fund as defined in the 1940 Act. In making a determination, the Chairman will consider the
best interests of Fund shareholders and may consider the recommendations of the Investment Manager or independent
third parties that evaluate proxy proposals.
Shareholders may view the complete Proxy Policies online at www.wintergreenfund.com. Alternatively, shareholders
may request copies of the Proxy Policies free of charge by calling the Fund toll-free at (888) GOTOGREEN (888-4686473) or by sending a written request to: Wintergreen Fund, Inc. at P.O. Box 701, Milwaukee, WI 53201-0701. Copies
of the Fund’s proxy voting records reflecting the most recent twelve-month period ended June 30 are available online at
www.wintergreenfund.com, and are posted on the SEC website at www.sec.gov.
INVESTMENT ADVISORY AND OTHER SERVICES
INVESTMENT MANAGER AND SERVICES PROVIDED
The Investment Manager is Wintergreen Advisers, LLC. David J. Winters is the managing member of Wintergreen
Advisers, LLC. Subject to the general supervision of the Board, the Investment Manager provides investment advisory
services to the Fund pursuant to the Advisory Agreement between the Fund and the Investment Manager. The
Investment Manager, located at 333 Route 46 West, Suite 204, Mountain Lakes, New Jersey 07046, is registered as an
investment adviser under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. The Investment Manager is responsible for developing
the investment policies and guidelines for the Fund.
The Investment Manager provides investment research and portfolio management services, and selects the securities for
the Fund to buy, hold, or sell. The Investment Manager also selects the brokers who execute the Fund’s portfolio
transactions. The Investment Manager provides periodic reports to the Board, which reviews and supervises the
Investment Manager’s investment activities.
The Advisory Agreement must be approved at least annually by the Board or by majority vote of the shareholders, and
in either case by a majority of the Board who are not parties to the Advisory Agreement or interested persons of any
such party.
The Advisory Agreement is terminable without penalty by the Board or by majority vote of the Fund’s outstanding
voting securities (as defined by the 1940 Act) on 60 days written notice by either party and will terminate automatically
upon assignment.
The Investment Manager and its affiliates manage other pooled investment funds. The Investment Manager may give
advice and take action with respect to any of the other funds it manages, or for its own account, that may differ from
action taken by the Investment Manager on behalf of the Fund. Similarly, with respect to the Fund, the Investment
Manager is not obligated to recommend, buy or sell, or to refrain from recommending, buying or selling, any security
that the Investment Manager and access persons, as defined by applicable federal securities laws, may buy or sell for its
or their own account or for the accounts of any other fund. The Investment Manager is also not obligated to refrain from
investing in securities held by the Fund or other funds it manages.
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The Fund and the Investment Manager have each adopted a code of ethics, as required by federal securities laws. Under
the code of ethics, employees who are designated as access persons may engage in personal securities transactions, but
are restricted from purchasing securities that are being considered for the Fund or that are currently held by the Fund.
The personal securities transactions of access persons of the Fund and the Investment Manager will be governed by the
code of ethics. The code of ethics is on file with, and available from, the SEC.
Management Fees
The Investment Manager is entitled to receive from the Fund a fee equal to an annual rate of 1.50% of the aggregate
average daily net assets of the Fund.
The fee is computed at the close of business on the last business day of each month according to the terms of the
Advisory Agreement.
The Investment Manager has voluntarily agreed to waive its investment management fee or reimburse the Fund to the
extent necessary to ensure that total annual fund operating expenses (including investment management fees and other
fees but excluding interest, taxes and brokerage expenses) for Investor Class shares and Institutional Class shares of the
Fund do not exceed 1.95% and 1.70%, respectively, of the average daily net assets of such shares. Table 1 in Appendix
A shows the dollar amount of the fees payable by the Fund to the Investment Manager, the amount of fees waived
and/or expenses reimbursed by the Investment Manager, and the actual fees received by the Investment Manager. The
data is for the past three fiscal years.
PORTFOLIO MANAGER
David J. Winters, the managing member of Wintergreen Advisers, LLC is primarily responsible for the management of
the Fund’s portfolio and has responsibility for the day-to-day management of the Fund.
David J. Winters is the Portfolio Manager of the Fund. As of December 31, 2017, Mr. Winters did not manage any other
registered investment companies. Mr. Winters also manages 2 other pooled investment vehicles which as of December
31, 2017 had approximately $71 million in net assets. These pooled investment vehicles pay a portion of the
management fee payable to the Investment Manager out of net profits, which may be characterized as a fee based on
account performance. From time to time, the Investment Manager may offer co-investment opportunities to one or more
investors or third parties. These co-investors may pay the Investment Manager a fee based on account performance.
Ownership of Fund Shares
Dollar Range of Beneficial
Ownership in the Fund as of
December 31, 2017
Over $1,000,000

Portfolio Manager
David J. Winters

Conflicts
As an investment adviser and fiduciary, the Investment Manager owes its clients a duty of loyalty. In recognition of the
fact that conflicts of interest are inherent in the investment management business, the Investment Manager has adopted
policies and procedures reasonably designed to identify and manage the effects of actual or potential conflicts of interest
in the areas of employee personal trading, managing multiple accounts for multiple clients, and allocation of investment
opportunities. All employees of the Investment Manager are subject to these policies.
The Investment Manager has adopted a code of ethics that is designed to detect and prevent conflicts of interest when
personnel own, buy, or sell securities which may be owned, bought, or sold for clients. Personal securities transactions
may raise a potential conflict of interest when an employee owns or trades in a security that is owned or considered for
purchase or sale by a client, or recommended for purchase or sale by a client. As a general matter, the Investment
Manager’s personnel are not permitted to engage in transactions for their personal accounts in securities that are owned
by clients, being bought, sold, or considered for purchase or sale by clients. Subject to reporting requirements and other
limitations in the code of ethics, the Investment Manager permits its employees to engage in personal securities
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transactions in non-client securities and to acquire shares of the Fund. The Investment Manager’s code of ethics requires
disclosure of all personal accounts and pre-clearance of all securities transactions.
The Portfolio Manager manages multiple portfolios for multiple clients. These accounts presently include private pooled
investment vehicles and other commingled funds. The Portfolio Manager may have responsibility for managing the
investments of multiple accounts with a common investment strategy or several investment styles. Accordingly, client
portfolios may have investment objectives, strategies, time horizons, tax considerations, and risk profiles that differ
from those of the Fund. The Portfolio Manager makes investment decisions for the Fund based on its investment
objective, policies, practices, cash flows, tax, and other relevant investment considerations. Consequently, the Portfolio
Manager may purchase or sell securities for one client portfolio and not another client portfolio, and the performance of
securities purchased for one portfolio may vary from the performance of securities purchased for other portfolios. The
Portfolio Manager may place transactions on behalf of other clients that are directly or indirectly contrary to investment
decisions made on behalf of the Fund, which has the potential to adversely impact the Fund, depending on market
conditions. In addition, some of these other client account structures may have fee structures, such as performance
based fees, that differ (and may be higher than) the Fund. Accordingly, conflicts of interest may arise when the
Investment Manager has a particular financial incentive, such as a performance-based fee, relating to an account.
The Investment Manager has adopted and implemented policies and procedures intended to address conflicts of interest
relating to the management of multiple accounts and the allocation of investment opportunities. The Investment
Manager reviews investment decisions for the purpose of ensuring that all accounts with substantially similar
investment objectives are treated equitably. The performance of similarly managed accounts is also regularly compared
to determine whether there are any unexplained significant discrepancies. In addition, the Investment Manager’s
allocation procedures specify the factors that are taken into account in making allocation decisions and require that, to
the extent that orders are aggregated, the client orders are price averaged. Finally, the Investment Manager’s procedures
also require objective allocation for limited opportunities (such as initial public offerings and private placements) to
ensure fair and equitable allocation among accounts. These areas are monitored by the Investment Manager’s Chief
Compliance Officer.
Information Concerning Compensation of the Portfolio Manager
Pursuant to the Advisory Agreement, the Investment Manager is eligible to receive from the Fund an annual fee based
on the Fund’s average daily net assets under management. The Investment Manager pays its investment professionals
out of its total revenues and other resources, including the advisory fee earned with respect to the Fund. The Investment
Manager’s compensation structure is designed to attract and retain high caliber investment professionals necessary to
deliver high quality investment management services to its clients. The Investment Manager’s compensation of the
Portfolio Manager includes a fixed base salary and incentive components. It is expected that the Portfolio Manager will
receive an incentive payment based on the revenues earned by the Investment Manager from the Fund and from any
other client accounts. It is expected that the incentive compensation component with respect to all portfolios managed
by the Portfolio Manager can, and typically will represent a significant portion of the Portfolio Manager’s overall
compensation, and can vary significantly from year to year.
The Distributor
Distributor; Services and Compensation of Distributor
Foreside Fund Services, LLC (“Foreside” or the “Distributor”), the distributor (also known as principal underwriter) of
the Fund’s shares, is located at Three Canal Plaza, Suite 100, Portland, ME 04101. Foreside is a registered broker-dealer
and is a member of the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority. Mr. Berthy, the Fund’s President (Principal Executive
Officer), is an affiliate of the Fund and the Distributor, as he serves as an officer of both.
Under its agreement with the Fund (the “Distribution Agreement”), Foreside acts as the agent of the Fund in connection
with the offering of shares. Foreside continually distributes shares on a best efforts basis. Foreside has no obligation to
sell any specific quantity of shares. Foreside, its affiliates, and officers have no role in determining the investment
policies or which securities are to be purchased or sold by the Fund. Pursuant to the Distribution Agreement, the
Distributor receives compensation at the annual rate of 0.010% of the Fund’s average daily net assets, which fee is
calculated and payable monthly.
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Foreside may be entitled to payments from the Investor Class of the Fund under the Rule 12b-1 plan, as discussed
below.
Foreside may enter into arrangements with various broker-dealers, banks, or other financial institutions through which
investors may purchase or redeem shares. These financial institutions may charge a fee for their services and may
receive shareholder service fees even though shares are sold without a sales charge or distribution fees. These financial
institutions may otherwise act as processing agents and will be responsible for promptly transmitting purchase,
redemption, and other requests to the Fund.
Investors who purchase shares in this manner will be subject to the procedures of the institution through whom they
purchase shares, which may include charges, investment minimums, cut-off times, and other restrictions in addition to,
or different from, those listed herein. Information concerning any charges or services will be provided to customers by
the financial institution. Investors purchasing shares of the Fund in this manner should acquaint themselves with their
institution’s procedures and read the Prospectus in conjunction with any materials and information provided by their
institution. The financial institution, and not its customers, will be the shareholder of record, although customers may
have the right to vote shares depending upon their arrangement with the institution.
Distribution and Services Plan
In accordance with Rule 12b-1 under the 1940 Act, the Fund has adopted a distribution and services plan (the “Plan”)
with respect to the Fund’s Investor Class shares. Under the Plan, and subject to its terms, the Fund may reimburse the
Distributor for expenses incurred by the Distributor in connection with its providing distribution and other services
described in the Plan on behalf of the Fund’s Investor Class shares at an annual rate of up to 0.25% of the Investor Class
shares’ average daily net assets. Services performed by the Distributor on behalf of the Fund’s Investor Class shares for
which the Distributor may be reimbursed by the Fund include: (i) any sales, marketing, and other activities primarily
intended to result in the sale of Investor Class shares of the Fund; (ii) reviewing the activity in Investor Class accounts;
(iii) providing training and supervision of the Fund’s personnel; (iv) maintaining and distributing current copies of
prospectuses and shareholder reports; (v) advertising the availability of its services and products; (vi) providing
assistance and review in designing materials to send to customers and potential customers and developing methods of
making such materials accessible to customers and potential customers; (vii) responding to customers’ and potential
customers’ questions about the Fund; (viii) compensating other persons for providing assistance in distributing shares;
(ix) reimbursement to the Investment Manager for the Investment Manager’s distribution related expenses, including
expenses of employees of the Investment Manager who train or educate others with respect to the Fund and the
investment techniques employed to achieve the Fund’s investment objective; and (x) compensating other persons for
providing ongoing account services (including establishing and maintaining shareholder accounts, answering
shareholder inquiries, and providing other personal services to shareholders). Expenses for such activities include the
incremental costs of printing (excluding typesetting) and distributing prospectuses, statements of additional information,
annual reports, and other periodic reports for use in connection with the offering or sale of shares of the Fund; and the
costs of preparing, printing, and distributing sales literature and advertising materials used by the Distributor or others in
connection with the offering of shares of the Fund for sale.
The Plan requires the Fund and Foreside to prepare and submit to the Board, at least quarterly, and the Board to review,
written reports setting forth all amounts expended under the Plan and identifying the activities for which those
expenditures were made.
The Plan provides that it will remain in effect for one year from the date of its adoption and thereafter shall continue in
effect provided it is approved at least annually by the Board, including a majority of the Directors who are not interested
persons of the Fund and who have no direct or indirect financial interest in the operation of the Plan or in any agreement
related to the Plan. The Plan further provides that it may not be amended to materially increase the costs, which the
Investor Class shares of the Fund bears for distribution pursuant to the Plan without shareholder approval and that other
material amendments of the Plan must be approved by a majority of Directors who are not interested persons of the
Fund and who have no direct or indirect financial interest in the operation of the Plan or in any agreement related to the
Plan. The Plan may be terminated at any time by a majority of the Directors who are not interested persons of the Fund
and who have no direct or indirect financial interest in the operation of the Plan or in any agreement related to the Plan
or by shareholders of the Investor Class.
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Table 2 in Appendix A shows the dollar amount of the expenses paid by the Investor Class shares of the Fund to
Foreside for distribution fees accrued, the amount of the distribution reimbursements paid out by Foreside, and the
amount of distribution accrual carried forward. The data is for the past three fiscal years.
Compliance Services
Under a Compliance Services Agreement (the “Compliance Agreement”) with the Fund, FFOS, an affiliate of Foreside,
provides a CCO, AML Compliance Officer, a Principal Executive Officer (the “President”), and a Principal Financial
Officer (the “Treasurer”) to the Fund, as well as certain additional compliance support functions (collectively,
“Compliance Services”). Certain Fund officers are also officers or employees of FFOS. In addition, the President is a
control person and an officer of the Distributor.
Under the Compliance Agreement, FFOS receives a fee from the Fund for the Compliance Services provided, paid
monthly in arrears.
The Compliance Agreement continues in effect until terminated. The Compliance Agreement is terminable with or
without cause and without penalty by the Fund or by FFOS on 60 days written notice to the other party. The provisions
of the Compliance Agreement related to CCO services, may be terminated at any time by the Board, effective upon
written notice to the CCO, without the payment of any penalty.
Under the Compliance Agreement, FFOS is not liable to the Fund or its shareholders for any act or omission, except for
willful misfeasance, bad faith, or gross negligence in the performance of its duties or by reason of reckless disregard of
its obligations and duties under the Compliance Agreement. Under the Compliance Agreement, FFOS and certain
related parties (such as FFOS’s officers and persons who control FFOS) are indemnified by the Fund against any and all
claims and expenses related to FFOS’s actions or omissions, except for any act or omission resulting from the FFOS’s
willful misfeasance, bad faith, or negligence in the performance of its duties or by reason of reckless disregard of its
obligations and duties under the Compliance Agreement.
Table 4 in Appendix A shows the dollar amount of the fees accrued by the Fund to FFOS for Compliance Services, the
amount of the fee waived by FFOS, if any, and the actual fees received by FFOS. The data is presented for the past
three fiscal years.
Administration, Fund Accounting, and Transfer Agency Services Agreements
Administration:
U.S. Bancorp Fund Services, LLC (“USBFS”), located at 615 East Michigan Street, Milwaukee, WI 53202, serves as
the Fund’s administrator. As administrator, USBFS provides, among other things, all necessary bookkeeping, financial
statements, and federal, state, and local tax returns. Under its Fund Administration Servicing Agreement with the Fund,
USBFS is paid a customary fee for its services.
Table 5 in Appendix A shows the dollar amount of the administration fees accrued by the Fund, the amount of the
administration fees waived by USBFS, if any, and the actual administration fees received by USBFS. The data is
presented for the past three fiscal years.
Fund Accountant and Transfer Agent:
USBFS serves as the fund accountant and transfer agent to the Fund pursuant to a Fund Accounting Servicing
Agreement and a Transfer Agent Servicing Agreement among the Fund, the Investment Manager (with respect to the
compensation section only), and USBFS. Under the Fund Accounting Servicing Agreement, USBFS provides portfolio
accounting services, expense accrual and payment services, fund valuation and financial reporting services, tax
accounting services, and compliance control services. USBFS receives a fund accounting fee which is billed on a
monthly basis.
Table 6 in Appendix A shows the dollar amount of the fund accounting fees accrued by the Fund, the amount of the
fund accounting fees waived by USBFS, if any, and the actual fund accounting fees received by USBFS. The data is
presented for the past three fiscal years.
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Under the Transfer Agent Servicing Agreement, USBFS provides all of the customary services of a transfer agent and
dividend disbursing agent including, but not limited to: (i) receiving and processing orders to purchase or redeem
shares; (ii) mailing shareholder reports and prospectuses to current shareholders; and (iii) providing blue sky services to
monitor the number of Fund shares sold in each state. USBFS receives a transfer agent fee which is billed on a monthly
basis.
Custodian
J.P. Morgan Chase Bank, N.A. (the “Custodian”), the custodian of the Fund’s assets, is located at 383 Madison Avenue,
Floor 11, New York, NY 10179. As custodian of the Fund’s assets, the Custodian is responsible for handling the receipt
and delivery of securities, collecting interest and dividends on the Fund’s investments, and safekeeping and controlling
the Fund’s cash and securities. The Custodian may employ sub-custodians to provide custody of the Fund’s domestic
and foreign assets pursuant to Rule 17f-7 under the 1940 Act.
Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm
Deloitte & Touche LLP, 1700 Market Street, 26th Floor, Philadelphia, PA 19103, is the independent registered public
accounting firm of the Fund and is responsible for auditing the financial statements of the Fund. The audited financial
statements of the Fund for its fiscal year ended December 31, 2017 and the report of Deloitte & Touche LLP are
incorporated herein by reference to the Fund’s annual report. The 2017 annual report was filed on Form N-CSR with
the SEC on March 1, 2018. The annual report is available without charge upon request by calling (888) GOTOGREEN
(888-468-6473), or visiting the Fund’s website at www.wintergreenfund.com, or www.sec.gov.
PORTFOLIO TRANSACTIONS
The Investment Manager selects brokers and dealers to execute the Fund’s portfolio transactions in accordance with
criteria set forth in the management agreement and any directions that the Board may give.
When placing a portfolio transaction, the Investment Manager seeks to obtain “best execution”— the best combination
of high quality transaction execution services, taking into account the services and products to be provided by the
broker-dealer, and low relative commission rates with the view of maximizing value for the Fund and the Investment
Manager’s other clients. For most transactions in equity securities, the amount of commission paid is negotiated
between the Investment Manager and the broker executing the transaction. The determination and evaluation of the
reasonableness of the brokerage commissions paid are based to a large degree on the professional opinions of the
persons within the trading department of the Investment Manager responsible for placement and review of the
transactions. These opinions are based on the experience of these individuals in the securities industry and information
available to them about the level of commissions being paid by other institutional investors. The Investment Manager
may also place orders to buy and sell equity securities on a principal rather than agency basis if the Investment Manager
believes that trading on a principal basis will provide best execution. Purchases of securities from underwriters or
dealers will include a commission paid by the issuer to the underwriter or dealer. The Fund may participate in a
commission recapture program with one or more broker-dealers. Under such a program, the participating broker-dealer
rebates to the Fund a percentage of commissions earned on Fund portfolio transactions.
Portfolio Turnover
The portfolio turnover rate is calculated by dividing the lesser of the annual sales or purchases of portfolio securities by
the monthly average value of the portfolio securities held by the Fund during the year (excluding all securities whose
maturities or expiration dates at the time of acquisition were one year or less). A high portfolio turnover may result in
higher brokerage costs and additional capital gains taxes. Table 8 in Appendix A shows the Portfolio Turnover rate for
the Fund for the past three fiscal years.
Commissions Paid
Table 9 in Appendix A shows the aggregate brokerage commissions paid by the Fund as well as aggregate commissions
paid to an affiliate of the Fund or the Investment Manager. The data presented are for the past three fiscal years.
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The Investment Manager may cause the Fund to pay certain broker’s commissions that are higher than those another
broker may charge, if the Investment Manager determines in good faith that the amount paid is reasonable in relation to
the value of the brokerage and research services it receives. This may be viewed in terms of either the particular
transaction or the Investment Manager’s overall responsibilities to client accounts over which it exercises investment
discretion. The brokerage commissions that are used to acquire services other than brokerage are known as “soft
dollars.” Research provided can be either proprietary (created and provided by the broker-dealer, including tangible
research products as well as access to analysts and traders) or third party (created by a third party but provided by the
broker-dealer). To the extent permitted by applicable law, the Investment Manager may use soft dollars to acquire both
proprietary and third party research.
The research services that brokers may provide to the Investment Manager include, among others, supplying
information about particular companies, markets, countries, or local, regional, national, or transnational economies,
statistical data, quotations and other securities pricing information, and other information that provides lawful and
appropriate assistance to the Investment Manager in carrying out its investment advisory responsibilities. These services
may not always directly benefit the Fund. They must, however, be of value to the Investment Manager in carrying out
its overall responsibilities to its clients.
It is not possible to place an accurate dollar value on the special execution or on the research services the Investment
Manager receives from dealers effecting transactions in portfolio securities. The allocation of transactions to obtain
additional research services allows the Investment Manager to supplement its own research and analysis activities and
to receive the views and information of individuals and research staffs from many securities firms. It is not anticipated
that the receipt of these products and services will reduce the Investment Manager’s research activities in providing
investment advice to the Fund.
As long as it is lawful and appropriate to do so, the Investment Manager and its affiliates may use this research and data
in their investment advisory capacities with other clients. The Fund may obtain other services from brokers in
connection with the Fund’s investment transactions with such brokers. Such services will be limited to services that
would otherwise be a Fund expense.
If purchases or sales of securities of the Fund and one or more other clients managed by the Investment Manager are
considered at or about the same time, transactions in these securities will be allocated among the several clients in a
manner deemed equitable to all by the Investment Manager, taking into account the respective sizes of the accounts and
the amount of securities to be purchased or sold. In some cases this procedure could have a detrimental effect on the
price or volume of the security so far as the Fund is concerned. In other cases, it is possible that the ability to participate
in volume transactions may improve execution and reduce transaction costs to the Fund.
Because the Fund may, from time to time, invest in broker-dealers or their parent company, it is possible that the Fund
will own more than 5% of the voting securities of one or more broker-dealers or their parent companies through whom
the Fund placed portfolio brokerage transactions. In such circumstances, the broker-dealer would be considered an
affiliated person or an affiliate of the Fund. To the extent the Fund places brokerage transactions through such a brokerdealer at a time when the broker-dealer is considered to be an affiliate of the Fund, the Fund will be required to adhere
to certain rules relating to the payment of commissions to an affiliated broker-dealer. These rules require the Fund to
adhere to procedures adopted by the Board to ensure that the commissions paid to such broker-dealers do not exceed
what would otherwise be the usual and customary brokerage commissions for similar transactions.
Table 7 in Appendix A lists the Fund’s regular brokers and dealers whose securities (or the securities of the parent
company) were acquired during the Fund’s most recent fiscal year. Table 7 also includes the aggregate value of the
Fund’s holdings of those securities as of the Fund’s most recent fiscal year end.
TAXATION OF THE FUND
Qualification as a Regulated Investment Company
The Fund will elect to be treated as a regulated investment company under Subchapter M of the Code. A regulated
investment company qualifying under Subchapter M of the Code is required to distribute to its shareholders at least 90%
of its investment company taxable income (including the excess of net short-term capital gain over net long-term capital
losses) and generally is not subject to federal income tax to the extent that it distributes annually 100% of its investment
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company taxable income and net capital gain (that is, the excess of net long-term capital gain over net short-term capital
loss) in the manner required under the Code. The Fund intends to distribute annually all of its investment company
taxable income and net capital gain and therefore does not expect to pay federal income tax, although in certain
circumstances, the Fund may determine that it is in the interest of shareholders to distribute less than that amount.
To be treated as a regulated investment company under Subchapter M of the Code, the Fund must also (a) derive at least
90% of its gross income from dividends, interest, payments with respect to securities loans and gains from the sale or
other disposition of securities or foreign currencies, or other income (including, but not limited to, gains from options,
futures or forward contracts) derived with respect to the business of investing in such securities or currencies, or net
income derived from interests in certain qualified publicly traded partnerships, and (b) diversify its holdings so that, at
the end of each fiscal quarter, (i) at least 50% of the market value of the Fund’s assets is represented by cash, U.S.
Government securities and securities of other regulated investment companies, and other securities (for purposes of this
calculation, generally limited in respect of any one issuer, to an amount not greater than 5% of the market value of the
Fund’s total assets and not more than 10% of the outstanding voting securities of such issuer) and (ii) not more than
25% of the value of its total assets is invested in (A) the securities of (other than U.S. Government securities or the
securities of other regulated investment companies) any one issuer or two or more issuers which the Fund controls and
which are determined to be engaged in the same or similar trade or business, or (B) the securities of one or more
qualified publicly traded partnerships.
The Fund may use “equalization accounting” (in lieu of making some cash distributions) in determining the portion of
its income and gains that has been distributed. If the Fund uses equalization accounting, it will allocate a portion of its
undistributed investment company taxable income and net capital gain to redemptions of Fund shares and will
correspondingly reduce the amount of such income and gains that it distributes in cash. If the Internal Revenue Service
determines that the Fund’s allocation is improper and that the Fund has under-distributed its income and gain for any
taxable year, the Fund may be liable for federal income and/or excise tax. In addition, any such under-distribution of
income might cause the Fund to fail to satisfy the income requirement and thereby not qualify as a regulated investment
company for such taxable year.
If for any taxable year the Fund does not qualify as a regulated investment company, all of its taxable income will be
subject to tax at regular corporate rates without any deduction for dividends paid to shareholders and the dividends will
be taxable to the shareholders as ordinary income to the extent of the Fund’s current and accumulated earnings and
profits. Failure to qualify as a regulated investment company would thus have a negative impact on the Fund’s income
and performance.
The Fund is permitted to carry forward net capital losses for an unlimited period. As of December 31, 2017, the Fund
did not have any net capital loss carry forwards for income tax purposes.
Excise Tax
Under the Code, a nondeductible excise tax of 4% is imposed on the excess of a regulated investment company’s
“required distribution” for the calendar year ending within the regulated investment company’s taxable year over the
“distributed amount” for such calendar year. The term “required distribution” means the sum of (a) 98% of ordinary
income (generally net investment income) for the calendar year, (b) 98.2% of capital gain (both long-term and shortterm) for the one-year period ending on October 31 (or December 31, if the Fund so elects), and (c) the sum of any
untaxed, undistributed net investment income and net capital gains of the regulated investment company for prior
periods. The term “distributed amount” generally means the sum of (a) amounts actually distributed by the Fund from
its current year’s ordinary income and capital gain net income and (b) any amount on which the Fund pays income tax
for the taxable year ending in the calendar year. Although the Fund intends to distribute its net investment income and
net capital gains so as to avoid excise tax liability, the Fund may determine that it is in the interest of shareholders to
distribute a lesser amount.
Certain Tax Rules Applicable to the Fund’s Transactions
Certain listed options, regulated futures contracts, and forward contracts are considered “section 1256 contracts” for
federal income tax purposes. Section 1256 contracts held by the Fund at the end of each taxable year will be “markedto-market” and treated for federal income tax purposes as though sold for fair market value on the last business day of
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such taxable year. Gain or loss realized by the Fund on section 1256 contracts (other than certain foreign currency
contracts) generally will be considered 60% long-term and 40% short-term capital gain or loss.
Under the Code, gains or losses attributable to fluctuations in exchange rates which occur between the time the Fund
accrues interest or other receivables or accrues expenses or other liabilities denominated in a foreign currency and the
time the Fund actually collects such receivables or pays such liabilities are treated as ordinary income or ordinary loss.
Similarly, gains or losses from the disposition of foreign currencies, from the disposition of debt securities denominated
in a foreign currency, or from the disposition of a forward contract which are attributable to fluctuations in the value of
the foreign currency between the date of acquisition of the asset and the date of disposition also are treated as ordinary
income or loss. These gains or losses, referred to under the Code as “section 988” gains or losses, increase or decrease
the amount of the Fund’s investment company taxable income available to be distributed to its shareholders as ordinary
income, rather than increasing or decreasing the amount of the Fund’s net capital gain.
Sale or Redemption of Shares
In general, you will recognize a gain or loss on the sale or redemption of shares of the Fund in an amount equal to the
difference between the proceeds of the sale or redemption and your adjusted tax basis in the Fund shares. All or a
portion of any loss so recognized may be disallowed if you purchase (for example, by reinvesting dividends) other
shares of the Fund within 30 days before or after the sale or redemption (a so called “wash sale”). If disallowed, the loss
will be reflected in an upward adjustment to the basis of the shares acquired. In general, any gain or loss arising from
the sale or redemption of shares of the Fund will be capital gain or loss and will be long-term capital gain or loss if the
shares were held for longer than one year. Any capital loss arising from the sale or redemption of shares held for six
months or less, however, is treated as a long-term capital loss to the extent of the amount of distributions of net capital
gain received on such shares. In determining the holding period of such shares for this purpose, any period during which
your risk of loss is offset by means of options, short sales, or similar transactions is not counted. Capital losses in any
year are deductible only to the extent of capital gains plus, in the case of a non-corporate taxpayer, $3,000 of ordinary
income.
ORGANIZATION, VOTING RIGHTS, AND PRINCIPAL HOLDERS
The Fund is an open-end management investment company, commonly called a mutual fund. The Fund was organized
as a Maryland corporation on May 5, 2005, and is registered with the SEC. Shares are presently offered in two classes:
Investor Class shares and Institutional Class shares.
Institutional Class shares held by a shareholder that is no longer eligible to own such shares may be converted to
Investor Class shares from time to time upon written instruction from the Fund to the Fund’s Transfer Agent, provided
that (1) the shareholder is given prior notice of the proposed conversion and (2) the conversion is effected on the basis
of the relative net asset values of the two Classes without the imposition of any sales load, exchange fee or other charge.
Shareholders who hold Investor Class shares that are eligible to own Institutional Class shares may convert their
Investor Class shares into Institutional Class shares by providing notice to the Fund’s Transfer Agent on the basis of the
relative net asset values of the two Classes without the imposition of any sales load, exchange fee or other charge if the
account is held directly with the Fund. If the account is held through a financial intermediary, then the intermediary
may separately charge a fee to the shareholder. Any such conversion will occur at the respective net asset values of the
share Classes next calculated after the Fund’s receipt of the investor’s request in good order.
Each class of the Fund has noncumulative voting rights. For Board member elections, this gives holders of more than
50% of the shares the ability to elect all of the members of the Board. If this happens, holders of the remaining shares
entitled to vote will not be able to elect anyone to the Board. Each Class of the Fund has equal dividend, distribution,
and liquidation rights, but the Investor and Institutional Class shares have different rights and privileges. Each Class of
shares shall have (a) exclusive voting rights on any matter submitted to shareholders that relates solely to its
arrangements; (b) separate voting rights on any matter submitted to shareholders in which the interests of one class
differ from the interests of the other class; and (c) in all other respects, the same rights and obligation as the other class.
The Fund does not intend to hold annual shareholder meetings and is not required to. The Fund may hold special
meetings, however, for matters requiring shareholder approval. A special meeting may also be called by the Board and
certain officers in their discretion.
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Fund Ownership As of March 31, 2018, the percentage of Fund shares owned in the aggregate by all members of the
Board and officers of the Fund was 1.4% of the outstanding shares of the Investor Class, and approximately 8.8% of the
outstanding shares of the Institutional Class.
As of March 31, 2018, certain shareholders of record owned 5% or more of the outstanding shares of the Fund.
Shareholders known by the Fund to own of record or beneficially own 5% or more of the outstanding shares of the Fund
are listed in Table 10 in Appendix A.
From time to time, certain shareholders may own a large percentage of the shares of the Fund. Accordingly, those
shareholders may be able to greatly affect (if not determine) the outcome of a shareholder vote. As of March 31, 2018,
the following shareholders controlled a Class of the Fund (“control” for this purpose is the beneficial ownership of 25%
or more of a Class of the Fund’s voting securities):
Wintergreen Fund – Investor Class
Name and Address

% Ownership

Charles Schwab & Co., Inc.
For The Exclusive Benefit of Its Customers
211 Main Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

31.69%

Nature of
Ownership
Record

National Financial Services LLC
For The Exclusive Benefit Of Its Customers
499 Washington Blvd, Floor 5
Jersey City, NJ 07310

31.05%

Record

BUYING AND SELLING SHARES
An investor who wishes to buy shares of the Fund should determine or have a broker-dealer determine, the applicable
laws and regulations of the relevant jurisdiction. Investors are responsible for compliance with tax, currency exchange
or other regulations applicable to redemption and purchase transactions in any jurisdiction to which they may be
subject. Investors should consult appropriate tax and legal advisers to obtain information on the rules applicable to these
transactions. Investors who do not have a valid U.S. address will not be permitted to purchase Fund shares.
All checks, drafts, wires, and other payment mediums used to buy or sell shares of the Fund must be denominated in
U.S. dollars. The Fund may deduct any applicable banking charges from your account.
When you buy shares, if you submit a check or a draft that is returned unpaid to the Fund, the Fund may impose a $25
charge against your account for each returned item.
If you buy shares through the reinvestment of dividends, the shares will be purchased at the NAV determined on the
business day following the dividend record date (sometimes known as the “ex-dividend date”). The processing date for
the reinvestment of dividends may vary and does not affect the amount or value of the shares acquired.
Investment by Asset Allocators
The Fund permits investment in the Fund by certain asset allocators (“Asset Allocators”) who represent underlying
clients that have granted a power of attorney to the Asset Allocators to invest on their behalf. The Asset Allocators
typically make asset allocation decisions across similarly situated underlying accounts that are invested in the Fund. As
a result of adjustments in such asset allocation decisions, the Fund may experience relatively large purchases and
redemptions when the Asset Allocators implement their asset allocation adjustment decisions. The Fund, based on
monitoring of the trading activity of such Asset Allocator accounts, reserves the right to treat such Asset Allocators as
market timers. In such circumstances, the Fund may restrict or reject trading activity by Asset Allocators if, in the
judgment of the Investment Manager, such trading may interfere with the efficient management of the Fund’s portfolio,
may materially increase the Fund’s transaction costs or taxes, or may otherwise be detrimental to the interests of the
Fund and its shareholders. Neither the Fund, nor the Investment Manager, nor any other affiliated party receives any
compensation or other consideration in return for permitting Fund investments by Asset Allocators.
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Other Payments
The Investment Manager may, at its own expense, pay certain financial institutions (which may include banks, brokers,
securities dealers, and other industry professionals), a fee for providing distribution-related services and/or for certain
administrative/shareholder servicing functions performed for the benefit of Fund shareholders. Such compensation may
include financial assistance to dealers that enable the Investment Manager to participate in and/or present at conferences
or seminars, sales or training programs for invited registered representatives and other employees, client and investor
events, and other dealer-sponsored events. These payments may vary depending upon the nature of the event.
Other compensation may be offered to the extent not prohibited by state laws or any self-regulatory agency, such as the
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, Inc. (FINRA). The Investment Manager makes payments for events it deems
appropriate, subject to the Investment Manager’s guidelines and applicable law.
You can ask your dealer for information about any payments it receives from the Investment Manager and any services
provided.
Systematic Withdrawal Plan
Our systematic withdrawal plan allows you to sell your Fund shares and receive regular payments from your account on
a monthly, quarterly, or annual basis. The value of your Investor Class account must be at least $10,000 for regular
accounts and $3,000 for retirement accounts and the minimum payment amount for each withdrawal must be at least
$50. The combined value of your Institutional Class account(s) must continue to meet the Institutional Class minimum
of $100,000, and the minimum payment amount for each withdrawal must be at least $50. If the Institutional Class
account(s) subject to the Systematic Withdrawal Plan fall below the Institutional Class minimum amount of $100,000,
then the account(s) may be converted to Investor Class shares as described in the section of the Prospectus entitled
“Converting from Institutional Class to Investor Class Shares.” For retirement plans subject to mandatory distribution
requirements, the $50 minimum will not apply. There are no service charges for establishing or maintaining a
systematic withdrawal plan.
Each month in which a payment is scheduled, the Fund will redeem an equivalent amount of shares in your account on
the day of the month you have indicated. If that day falls on a weekend or holiday, the Fund will process the
redemption on the next business day. When you sell your shares in a taxable account under a systematic withdrawal
plan, it is a taxable transaction.
Shares sold under the plan may be subject to a redemption fee.
Redeeming shares through a systematic withdrawal plan may reduce or exhaust the shares in your account if payments
exceed distributions received from the Fund. This is especially likely to occur if there is a market decline. If a
withdrawal amount exceeds the value of your account, your account will be closed and the remaining balance in your
account will be sent to you. Because the amount withdrawn under the plan may be more than your actual yield or
income, part of the payment may be a return of your investment.
To discontinue a systematic withdrawal plan, change the amount and schedule of withdrawal payments, or suspend one
payment, the Fund must receive instructions from you at least five calendar days before a scheduled payment. The Fund
may discontinue a systematic withdrawal plan by notifying you in writing and will discontinue a systematic withdrawal
plan automatically if all shares in your account are withdrawn or if the Fund receives notification of the shareholder’s
death or incapacity.
Redemptions In-Kind
In the case of redemption requests, the Board reserves the right to make payments in whole or in part, in securities or
other assets of the Fund in case of an emergency, or if the payment of such a redemption in cash would be detrimental
to the existing shareholders of the Fund. In these circumstances, the securities distributed would be valued at the price
used to compute the Fund’s net assets and you may incur brokerage fees in subsequently converting the securities to
cash. The Fund does not intend to redeem illiquid securities in-kind. If this happens, however, you may not be able to
recover your investment in a timely manner.
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The Fund has elected to be governed by Rule 18f-1 under the 1940 Act, pursuant to which the Fund is obligated to
redeem shares solely in cash up to the lesser of $250,000 or 1% of the net assets of the Fund during any 90-day period
for any one shareholder.
Share Certificates
We will credit your shares to your Fund account. The Fund does not issue share certificates. This eliminates the costly
problem of replacing lost, stolen, or destroyed certificates.
General Information
The proceeds from distributions will be either paid in cash or reinvested in additional shares at the current NAV. If you
do not make an election as to the form in which you wish to receive distributions, distribution proceeds will be
reinvested in additional shares at the current NAV.
In most cases, if mail is returned as undeliverable, the Fund is required to take certain steps to try to find you free of
charge. If these attempts are unsuccessful, however, the Fund may deduct the costs of any additional efforts to find you
from your account. These costs may include a percentage of the account when a search company charges a percentage
fee in exchange for its location services.
Sending redemption proceeds by wire or Electronic Funds Transfer via Automated Clearing House (“ACH”) is a special
service that the Fund makes available whenever possible. By offering this service to you, the Fund is not bound to meet
any redemption request in less than the seven-day period prescribed by law. Neither the Fund nor its agents shall be
liable to you or any other person if, for any reason, a redemption request by wire or ACH is not processed as described
in the Prospectus.
There are special procedures for banks and other institutions that wish to open multiple accounts. An institution may
open a single master account by filing one application form with the Fund, signed by personnel authorized to act for the
institution. Individual sub-accounts may be opened when the master account is opened by listing them on the
application or by providing instructions to the Fund at a later date. These sub-accounts may be registered either by name
or number. The Fund’s investment minimums apply to each sub-account. The Fund will send confirmation and account
statements for the sub-accounts to the institution.
If you buy or sell shares through your securities dealer, the Fund uses the NAV next calculated after your securities
dealer receives your request, which is promptly transmitted to the Fund. If you sell shares through your securities dealer,
it is your dealer’s responsibility to transmit the order to the Fund in a timely fashion. Your redemption proceeds will not
earn interest between the time the Fund receives the order from your dealer and the time the Fund receives any required
documents. Any loss to you resulting from your dealer’s failure to transmit your redemption order to the Fund in a
timely fashion must be settled between you and your securities dealer.
Certain shareholder servicing agents may be authorized to accept your transaction request.
For institutional and bank trust accounts, there may be additional methods of buying or selling Fund shares than those
described in this SAI or in the Prospectus. Institutional and bank trust accounts include accounts opened by or in the
name of a person (includes a legal entity or an individual) that has signed an Institutional Account Application or Bank
Trust Account Application accepted by the Fund or entered into a selling agreement and/or servicing agreement with the
Fund, or USBFS, in its capacity as the Fund’s Transfer Agent. For example, the Fund permits the owner of an
institutional account to make a same day wire purchase if a good order purchase request is received (a) before the close
of the New York Stock Exchange (“NYSE”) or (b) through the National Securities Clearing Corporation’s automated
system for processing purchase orders (Fund/SERV), even though funds are delivered by wire after the close of the
NYSE. If funds to be wired are not received as scheduled, the purchase order may be canceled or reversed and the
institutional account owner could be liable for any losses or fees the Fund, and/or USBFS, in its capacity as the Fund’s
Transfer Agent, may incur.
The Fund may also authorize one or more financial intermediaries to accept purchase and redemption orders on its
behalf (“Authorized Intermediaries”). Authorized Intermediaries are authorized to designate other Authorized
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Intermediaries to accept orders on the Fund’s behalf. An order is deemed to be received when the Fund or an
Authorized Intermediary accepts the order.
In the event of disputes involving conflicting claims of ownership or authority to control your shares, the Fund has the
right (but has no obligation) to: (i) restrict the shares and require the written agreement of all persons deemed by the
Fund to have a potential interest in the shares before executing instructions regarding the shares or (ii) interplead
disputed shares or the proceeds from the court-ordered sale thereof with a court of competent jurisdiction.
Should the Fund be required to defend against joint or multiple shareholders in any action relating to an ownership
dispute, you expressly grant the Fund the right to obtain reimbursement for costs and expenses including, but not
limited to, attorney fees and court costs, by unilaterally redeeming shares from your account.
The Fund may be required (i) pursuant to a valid issued levy, to turn your shares over to a levying officer who may, in
turn, sell your shares at a public sale or (ii) pursuant to a final order of forfeiture to sell your shares and remit the
proceeds to the U.S. or state government as directed.
PRICING OF SHARES
When you buy shares, you pay the NAV per share. The number of Fund shares you will be issued will equal the amount
invested divided by the applicable offering price for those shares, calculated to three decimal places using standard
rounding criteria.
When you sell shares, you receive the NAV minus any applicable redemption fees.
The value of a mutual fund is determined by deducting the Fund’s total liabilities from the total assets of the portfolio.
The NAV per share is determined by dividing the total net assets of the Fund by the applicable number of shares
outstanding. Due to the fact that different expenses are charged to the Institutional Class and Investor Class shares of the
Fund, the NAV of the two classes of the Fund will vary.
The Fund calculates the NAV per share each business day at the close of trading on the NYSE (normally 4:00 PM
Eastern time). The Fund does not calculate the NAV on days the NYSE is closed for trading, which include New Year’s
Day, Martin Luther King Jr. Day, President’s Day, Good Friday, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day,
Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas Day. The NYSE may also be closed on national days of mourning or due to natural
disaster or other extraordinary events or emergency.
When determining its NAV, the Fund values cash and receivables at their realizable amounts, accrues interest daily, and
dividends on the ex-dividend date. The Fund may utilize independent pricing services to assist in determining a current
market value for each security. If market quotations are readily available for portfolio securities listed on a securities
exchange or on the NASDAQ global market system, the Fund values those securities at the last quoted sale price or the
official closing price of the day, respectively, or, if there is no reported sale, at the mean of the last bid and ask prices.
The Fund values OTC portfolio securities at the mean of the last quoted bid and ask prices. If a security is traded or
dealt in on more than one exchange or on one or more exchanges and in the OTC market, quotations from the market in
which the security is primarily traded shall be used.
Requests to buy and sell shares are processed at the NAV next calculated after the Fund receives your request in proper
form.
Generally, trading in corporate bonds, U.S. Government securities, and money market instruments is substantially
completed each day at various times before the close of the NYSE. The value of these securities used in computing the
NAV is determined as of such times. Occasionally, events affecting the values of these securities may occur between
the times at which they are determined and the close of the NYSE that will not be reflected in the computation of the
NAV. The Fund may rely on third party pricing vendors to monitor for events materially affecting the value of these
securities during this period. If an event occurs, the third party pricing vendors will provide revised values to the Fund.
The Board maintains a Valuation Committee established for the purpose of ensuring that the securities and other assets
and liabilities of the Fund are valued properly, fairly and in accordance with the Fund’s Statement of Procedures for the
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Valuation of Portfolio Securities, which procedures were adopted for the Fund and approved by the Board. The
Valuation Committee meets when necessary.
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APPENDIX A
Table 1 - Investment Advisory Fees
The following table shows the dollar amount of fees payable to the Investment Manager with respect to the Fund, the
amount of fee that was waived and/or Fund operating expenses that were reimbursed by the Investment Manager, if any,
and the actual fee received by the Investment Manager.

Advisory Fee
Accrued
$6,756,561
$8,598,578
$15,314,310

Period Ended December 31, 2017
Period Ended December 31, 2016
Period Ended December 31, 2015
(1)
(2)

Advisory Fee
Waived and /or
Expenses
Reimbursed by
Adviser
$423,409(1)
$290,636(2)
$0

Advisory Fee
Retained
$6,333,152
$8,307,942
$15,314,310

The Investment Manager voluntarily waived fees and/or reimbursed expenses of $423,409 to the Fund for the year ended December 31, 2017.
The Investment Manager voluntarily waived fees and/or reimbursed expenses of $290,636 to the Fund for the year ended December 31, 2016.

Table 2 - Distribution Fees
The following table shows the dollar amount of the expenses paid by the Investor Class shares of the Fund to Foreside
for distribution fees accrued, the amount of the distribution reimbursements paid out by Foreside, and the amount of
distribution accrual carried forward.

Distribution Fees
Accrued
$710,884
$954,924
$1,628,911

Period Ended December 31, 2017
Period Ended December 31, 2016
Period Ended December 31, 2015

Distribution
Reimbursements
Paid
$911,582
$754,108
$1,618,394

Distribution Accrual
Carried Forward
$633,299
$833,997
$633,181

Table 3 – Payments Pursuant to Distribution Plan – Investor Class
The following table shows the payments made under the Distribution Plan.

Investor
Class

Advertising/
Marketing

Printing/
Postage

Payment to
Distributor

Compensation to
Broker-Dealers

Compensation
to Sales
Personnel

Other
Uses

$71,154

$0

$0

$639,730

$0

$0

Table 4 - Compliance Fees
The following table shows the dollar amount of fees accrued by the Fund, the amount of the fee that was waived by
Foreside, if any, and the actual fee received by Foreside.

Period Ended December 31, 2017
Period Ended December 31, 2016
Period Ended December 31, 2015

Compliance Fee
Accrued
$64,912
$99,708
$148,208

Compliance Fee
Waived
$0
$0
$0

Compliance Fee
Retained
$64,912
$99,708
$148,208

Table 5 - Administration Fees
The following table shows the dollar amount of administration fees payable to U.S. Bancorp Fund Services, LLC
(“USBFS”) with respect to the Fund, the amount of administration fees that were waived by USBFS, if any, and the
actual administration fees received by USBFS.
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Period Ended December 31, 2017
Period Ended December 31, 2016
Period Ended December 31, 2015

Administration Fee
Accrued
$154,804
$190,449
$292,675

Administration Fee
Waived
$0
$0
$0

Administration Fee
Retained
$154,804
$190,449
$292,675

Table 6 - Accounting Fees
The following table shows the dollar amount of accounting fees payable to USBFS with respect to the Fund, the amount
of accounting fees that were waived by USBFS, if any, and the actual accounting fees received by USBFS.

Period Ended December 31, 2017
Period Ended December 31, 2016
Period Ended December 31, 2015

Accounting Fee
Accrued
$77,305
$94,638
$130,652

Accounting Fee
Waived
$0
$0
$0

Accounting Fee
Retained
$77,305
$94,638
$130,652

Table 7 - Securities of Regular Brokers or Dealers
As of the fiscal year ended December 31, 2017, the Fund did not own securities of its “regular brokers or dealers” as
defined in the 1940 Act, or their parents.
Table 8 - Portfolio Turnover
The following table shows the Fund’s portfolio turnover rate for the three prior fiscal years.
Period Ended December 31, 2017
Period Ended December 31, 2016
Period Ended December 31, 2015

Portfolio Turnover
1%
8%
3%

Table 9 - Commissions
The following table shows the aggregate brokerage commissions paid with respect of the Fund.

Period Ended December 31,
2017
Period Ended December 31,
2016
Period Ended December 31,
2015
(1)

Total
Brokerage
Commissions(1)
$65,532

Total Brokerage
Commissions ($)
Paid to an
Affiliate of the
Fund or the
Investment
Manager
$0

% of Brokerage
Commissions
Paid to an
Affiliate of the
Fund or the
Investment
Manager
0%

% of
Transactions
Executed by an
Affiliate of the
Fund or the
Investment
Manager
0%

$270,415

$0

0%

0%

$607,715

$0

0%

0%

The commission amounts paid will vary year to year based on a number of factors, including, but not limited to: overall trading activity
and frequency, often reflected in the Fund’s turnover ratio, the specific markets where the Fund was active, the specific brokers that were
used, and any increase or decrease in net assets of the Fund. The total brokerage commissions paid decreased for the period ended
December 31, 2017 compared to the fiscal period ended December 31, 2016, and decreased for the period ended December 31, 2016
compared to the fiscal period ended December 31, 2015, due to the decrease in net assets of the Fund during such periods.
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Table 10 - 5% Shareholders
The following table lists the persons who owned of record or beneficially 5% or more of the outstanding shares of the
Investor Class shares of the Fund as of March 31, 2018.
Wintergreen Fund – Investor Class
Name and Address

% Ownership

Charles Schwab & Co., Inc.
For The Exclusive Benefit Of Its Customers
211 Main Street
San Francisco, CA 94105
National Financial Services LLC
For The Exclusive Benefit Of Its Customers
499 Washington Blvd, Floor 5
Jersey City, NJ 07310

31.69%

Nature of
Ownership
Record

31.05%

Record

The following table lists the persons who owned of record or beneficially 5% or more of the outstanding shares of the
Institutional Class shares of the Fund as of March 31, 2018.
Wintergreen Fund – Institutional Class
Name and Address

% Ownership

Nature of
Ownership

First Clearing LLC
For The Exclusive Benefit Of Its Customers
2801 Market Street
St. Louis, MO 63103

23.46%

Record

Charles Schwab & Co., Inc.
For The Exclusive Benefit Of Its Customers
211 Main Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

16.58%

Record

National Financial Services LLC
For The Exclusive Benefit Of Its Customers
499 Washington Blvd, Floor 5
Jersey City, NJ 07310

12.58%

Record
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